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FOREWORD
One thing is sure: No one nowadays has any cause

for complaint as to the times not being stirring, not
steaming with interest. We are living in momentous days,
decisive hours

.

What can we do to mould events, to hasten social
progress, to insure the victory of the working class and
thus of all humanity? To the class-conscious worker these
are no abstract questions to be answered for the sake of
enlightenment in a vacuum, for the sake of culture in general,
whatever that may mean. To

>

the Marxist-Leninist there is no
s\ich task as mere observing and forecasting. Nor do we
have any "i-told-you-so" attitude.

We of the Communist Party (Opposition), as Marxists-
Leninists, are practical revolutionists, conscious of our
highest responsibility to the working class, fully aware of
our duty to the labor movement. In the material presented
between the covers of Volume IV of "Where ffo' Stand" we strive
to contribute towards clarity and soundness in revolutionarv
proletarian theory. Our one aim is thus to facilitate and
insure soundness in revolutionary practice.

Solely on the basis of this approach do we analyze
the valiant resistance of the Austrian proletariat to the
Clerico-Fascist terror regime. Strictly in this light is one
to judge our analysis and evaluation of the great San Francisco
General Strike. Finally, what could be more urgent in these
historic days than the unity of the revolutionary, the communist,
movement? Our readers will, therefore, find invaluable the
collection of official documents bearing on this all-important
problem of communist and working class unity.

Indeed, this number should prove the banner volume
in the series "Whore Wo Stand".

Communist Party (Opposition).
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CIVIL WAR IN AUSTRIA

The Meaning of the Austrian Events

1. For five days the Socialist working men and trade unionists of

Vienna, arms in hand, waged a heroic "battle against the bloody Doll-

fuss government and its Heimwehr Fascist bands. Their devoted
struggle has aroused the admiration and evoked the sympathy of the

workers of all countries. It constituted the first mass resistance
that Fascism has met In its onward sweep In recent years. It was the

first large-scale revolutionary proletarian outbreak since the post-
war wave of revolution. It haa already had a deep effect upon the
development of the labor movement and upon the relations among the
various tendencies within it (Socialism, Communism, Centrism). The
Austrian events are certain to loom large indeed in the whole course
of future politics not only in Central Europe but on the continent a;

a whole, with repercussions thruout the world.

The Routs of the Austrian Events.
2. The entire chain of development in Austria in recent years has

unfolded on the background of the world economic crisis as it hit

the Austrian people. The impoverishment of the peasants and the

lower middle classes and their consequent discontent
.

provided a

fertile soil for the growth of fascist tendencies. The incredible ex-

tent of unemployment (one-third of the Austrian wage workers have
been jpbless f°r nearly two years) as well as the offensive of the

capitalists, have had their effects upon the splendidly organized
Austrian workers, not to demoralize them a s has been the case in

many other parts of the world, but rather to radicalize them and to
increase their militancy. The whole tendency of events in Austria has
been to undermine the traditional social base of bourgeois rule and

to prepare the objective ground for a revolutionary situation.
-

4J> %f \t
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The Political^ Setup in Austria.
3. Reflecting the trend outlined above, the Christian Social Party,

the Catholic government party of Dollfuss, with support among the

bourgeois elements, among the lower middle classes and among the

peasants, has been steadily losing ground, primarily to fascism. The
first fascist group, the Heimwehr, basing itself primarily among the
peasants? of the province a',\ claims to be e. "native'' movement but is

actually the servile tool of Mussolini and Italian imperialism. The
second, the German Nazis, with big and growing support among the ur-
ban middle classes:, among the peasants and maong backward and de-
classed workers^, is closely linkedup with the Hitler regime and ob-

edient to its interests.
4. As against these forces of reaction stood primarily the Austrian
Social-Democracy and trade union movement, embracing practically all

wage workers of Vienna and the bulk of those outside, with sane fol-

lowing among the lower middle-class elements as weeLl, The Communist
Party w as practically non-existent with no influence at all,

>f *}% 7»

Austria--Focal point of Europe
5. Since the war, but especially in recent years,' Austria has been

the focal point of European politics. The clash of social forces
within the country has been organically tied up with the clash of

imperialist forces without, with the tfiiangular antagonism (France
vs. Germany vs. Italy) dominant. With Gorman Fascism driving for
some form of "Anschluss", with Mussolini aiming at an
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" independent" Austria under Italian patronage, with France manipu-
lating to "save" Austria from Hitler and Mussolini in order to bring
it under the oontrol of the Paris banks, the interests and intrigues
of these powers have had and will continue to have a profound in-
fluence on the fate of Austria.

* * *

Enter Dollfuss
6. The first link in the chain of recent events in Austria took

place more than a year ago when Dollfuss dissolved parliament and
initiated his "regime by decree," For months the Chancellor, re-
flecting the interests of bourgeois strata to which he looked,
carried through a policy of balancing the Nazis and the Heimwehr
against each other and jockeying between them. In this course he
had the support of the French Foreign Office in whose interests
it was. Meanwhile he proceeded energetically to disarm the working
class, materially and politically. The Schutzbund was dissolved;
civil liberties were abrogated; the powers of the Socialist muni-
cipality of Vienna were systematically shorn. Finally, as his social
base began to disintegrate, and the forces of Fascism to grow, Doll-
fuss undertook a political turn: He came out for a semi-Fascist
"Christian corporative state"; he practically broke with his own
party, the Christian- Socials; entered into an alliance with the
Heimwehr and strengthened its forces and equipment with State means;
he launched an offensive to wipe out the meager remnants of democracy
that could still be found in Austria. This turn in domestic policy
naturally reflected a veering away from France towards Italy in
foreign politics.

7. The Dollfuss-Heimwehr alliance was sealed and blessed with a
drive of deliberate provocation against the labor movement, a cam-
paign to outlaw its organizations and to destroy what remained of
its rights. It was the workers resistance against this drive that
precipitated the five-day struggle.

* $# *

The Social-Democracy and the Austrian Events
8. Neither the mass heroism of the Social-democratic workers nor

the individual courage of the Social-democratic leaders can obscure
the fact that the fundamental errors in the characteristic Austrian
Social-democratic theoretical outlook and political principles
(Austro-Marxism) have become strikingly obvious in the light of
the Austrian events.

9. What was the course of Austrian Social-democracy in the cri-
sis? Its claims to radicalism and to orthodox Marxism v/ere belied
at every point by its reformist ic practice. In Austria the noto-
rious theory of the "lesser-evil" was not only systematically
practiced but was even passed off as "real Marxism." Months after
the dissolution of the Schutzbund and the vicious attacks on. Vienna,
the Austrian Social-democratic leaders abjectly implored Dollfusa
to allpw them to support him even in a dictatorial regime. "We
offered to make the greatest concessions that a democratic and so-
cialistic party had ever made," Otto Bauer declares in the authorized
New York Times interview (February 18, 1934). "We let Dollfuss know
that if he would only pass a bill through parliament, we would ac-
cept a measure authorizing the government to govern by decree with-
out parliament for two years . " Even in the midst of the bloody
struggle on the streets of Vienna, the Social-democratic leaders
were begging for an alliance with Dollfuss. Their basic error con-
sisted primarily in regarding Dollfuss as a potential ally and in
looking to a block with him as the most reliable defense against
the Fascist upsurge. In this, the Austrian Social-democrats merely
followed in the footsteps of their German comrades, embracing their
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extreme reformism in practice if not in theory.

* -* *

Masses Resent Compromise
10. The effect© of such a course upon the morale and fighting

spirit of the Social-democratic workers was disastrous. "The dis-
satisfaction and agitation of the workers against the conservative
policy of our party oommittee increased," Bauer testifies. "The

workers said the government was making itself more powerful mili-
tarily, was wearing down our spirit and was choosing its own time
to attack us." Subsequent events have shown that the workers were
a thousand times correct and saw things far more clearly than the
experienced and educated Austro-Marxist theoreticians.

m * *

The Revolt Begins
11. An examination of how the revolt broke out will shew how the

Social-democratic policy operated in tine most critical period. The
movement of resistance exploded spontaneously both in Linz and Vienna
and immediately met with 'the resistance of the party leaders, wh©
were interested in nothing so much as in heading off an open revolt.

"Last Sunday night, 5 ' Bauer recounts, "a comrade coming from Linz

warned me that the- workers of Linz were highly indignant and alarmed

over the Heimwehr action and had declared that if any further action
were taken to deprive them o'f their arms* they would defend them-

.

»

selves for the sake oi the republic, I was alarmed to bear of this

spirit and, after discussion with my informant, we both decided that

urgent messages must be sent to the workers to keep cool. . . Appa-
rently the message arrived too late. " With such fear and distrust
did the" party leaders regard the possibility of mass struggle that
"when the news reached 'Vienna that there had been shooting between
the police and the worker; in Linz and a strike had broken out there,

members of. the Sfc-aial- aem^o ratio, committee got. in touch with the
government to prevent an outbreak'" {Dr. Julius Deu'tschJ. Sven when
the general strike movement in Linz and Vienna passed over into
armed revolt under Heimwehr provocations, and even when many party
leaders stood at the head of the fighting workers-, these very same

leaders were anxious above all to deny the revolutionary character
of the outbreak. So ingrained had. their reformism become that it

led them even to repudiate their own revolutionary action.5

* * •*

The Communist Party and the Austrian Events
12. The contrast between the demoralizing passivity of German

official Communism in the face of the Kazi victory and the heroic
struggle of the Austrian Social-democrats against the Heimwehr-
Dollfuss provocations, is a blasting condemnation of the paralyzing
course the Communist International hat: followed in recent years.
It will take many years of hard effort for the CJoaamniBt movement
to win back what it has lost in prestige and standing among the

workers of the world in the last period of time,
13. In the first revolutionary outbreak in many years, the Com-

munist Party of Austria, as such, played no role at all, whatever
part individual Communists may have taken, Furthermore, the whole
Communist International, including the G.-P.S.U. , was taken aback by
the events, could neither understand them nor explain them nor,
above all, play any xolu whatever in them,

* % *

Theory of "Social Fascism' 1 - Bankrupt
14. The Austrian eveafea have placed the final seal of refutation

upon the notorious doctrines of " social- fascism" and "SoGial-^demo-
cracy as the main prop of Fascism", doctrines oaioh have served as
the foundation stones of official Communist tactics in recent years.
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of policy and practice, the official Communist movement adopted a

mad and suicidal course In the face of the Austrian events. Crude

bluff, shameless slander anu, irreversible abuse, reckless hooli-

ganism, were piled mountain-high, culminating in the outrageous

Mad* son Square Garden scandal.

16 While it is the fundamental p rinciples of reformist Socialism

tha%*have again been refuted by the Austrian events, it is not the

principles of Communism that have failed to stand the test, but the

•ut t e rly ' ral s e sect ar ianjoplici es and tactics of the _q±J

i

c i al
_
Oomur

nigt moV'e inent . The "basic principles of Communism have again been

confirmed by what has happened in Austria.
* * *

Significance and Lessons of the Austrian Events
. 17. What now in Austria? The end of the Mllfues regime is at

hand. The struggle between the Heimwehr and the Nazis, with all

its international complications, will continue in an even more a-

cute form, with the odds strongly in favor of the Nazis. The labor

movement, though materially weakened by the revolt and the Dollfuss

massacres, will emerge from the struggle morally and politically

strengthened. One thing is clear: The Austrian labor movement will

not be so easily or so completely suppressed by victorious fascism

as was the German!
a. # *

Austria and World War
18. All of the many antagonisms among the European power b cross

in Austria today, This country has become one of the chief focal

points in the generation of a new world imperialist war* The new

political situation in Austria has accentuated this danger oi a

war to the highest pitctu
* * &

Straggle Against Ease ism Strengthened

19. The heroic struggle of the Austrian workers has brought the

anti-Fascist movement to a new and higher level. What has happened

in Austria will serve as a tremendous source of inspiration and
_

political courage to the v/orkers of the rest of the worla. fascism

will not have the fame easy road in the future as it has had in the

past] ,

20. The revolt of the Austrian workers evokeo a tremendous wave

of sympathy and solidarity among the workers c;i ail countries.

Backward strata -were awakened to political thought. Huge protest

movements, talcing the form of general strikes end. demonstrations,

have been organized in many cities, even in the United states,

In general, the political development of the labor movement has

been greatly stimulated by the inspiring fight of Austrian labor.

21. The struggle of the Austrian proletariat toLb objectively

a workers revolution, even though the workers arid not realize it

and the Social- democratic leaders took npecia: pains to deny it.

Had it won military sujeess, it could only have culminated m the

establishment of a workers government, It is a sign of the essen-

tial reformism of the Austrian Social-democracy that it placed at

the ultimate aim of the armed revolt the restoration of tha b^ruc-

rupt system of parliamentary democracy.,
* * *

Surrender or Proletarian Dictatorship
22. The Austrian events confirm the fundamental principles of

Communism. Again has history testified to the fact that,_when

the class struggle reaches a certain level of acuteness, it ine-

vitably breaks out; into armed civil war. Again has the bankrupt



theory of the peaceful achievement, of socialism beer, refuted. Before

the Austrian proletariat stood tne clear alternative t Either surren-

der to the bourgeoisie by reestablishing the outlived bourgeois dew

cratic system or the setting up of a workers government operating a£

an iron dictatorship against the forces of reaction and counter-

revolution.

23. The political lessons of the last few years of Austrian deve-

lopment culminating in the five-day revolt will not be lost upon the

Aus trian proletariat. Out of the .ranks of the Social Democracy will

erne rge a r eally revolutionary Socialist movement, a Communist move-

ment, which will be in a position to lead the Austrian, workers to

their emancipation from the yoke of capitalism.

For World Unity Against Fascism

24. Now, at a time when the labor movement of the world has been

aroused against Fascism by the Austrian events, is it necessary to

make a gigantic effort for world labor unity. Let a preliminary con-

ference of representatives of all international labor organizations

be called to consider wavs and means of setting up a real world labor

congress against Fascism' to unite the masses of the workers all over

the world against this common menace. Now is the time when such a

united anti-Fascist front can be set up. Soon it may be too late.



THE PRESENT SITUATION AND THE TASKS OF THE COMMUNISTS -3
Resolution Adopted by the National Committee
of the Goaan.un.ist Party Opposition, July 1934

I. International Economic Situation.

1. Though the bottom of the world-wide economic crisis lias been rs.aciic

and in some countries production net' risen, economic conditions oontlti
grave thruout the capitalist world,

2, No general boom or "prerperity" period is In sight on a world seals
or In any particular country. On the contrary, the "costly consequences
of many of che recovery measures baleen ;;-, the bourgeois governments
have, in recent months, been felt as additional aggravating factors.

3, Mass unemployment persists despite rising production. Revival of
production is not general either in all countries or all industries
within any country. Total world, trade continues to stagnate or deoliri
Japan's Inflated 'prosperity" is becoming ever-more unsound and Franc
economic situation continues to worsen. Especially in Fascist Italy
and Germany are conditions becoming very acute. In the U.S. the boom
period of the NRA is over, the Index of production has fallen sharply
since last summer and the monetary policies as well as other features
of the New Deal economic program have fallen down.

4. The general decay of world capitalism continues even in the process
of recovery, as evidenced in the increasing interference In and direc-
tion of all social and economic life by the bourgeois state, (state as
producer and investor - state capitalism), in the sharpening anta-
gonisms among the imperialist powers, and in the violent methods in-
creasingly resorted to by the capitalist class to depress living
standards to the levels of the lowest point in the crisis.

1 1 . World Political Si t uation .

1. It Is In this economic situation that the bitter conflict for mar-
kets and the rising war danger are rooted. (U.S. vs. Japan, England
vs. U.S. and Japan, Germany vs. France, Japan and Germany vs. U.S.&.R,
The Versailles system has broken down. The armament race assumes ever-
more amazing speed as the (Sundry disarmament conferences and efforts
go to pieces. Government budgetary deficits continue to mount to dizzy-
heights. Fear of the U,5,S.R. rises as the tempo of its socialist
progress is accelerated.

2. Thanks, in no small measure, to the strength and tho vigorous peace-

policy of the U.S.S.R., world peace has so far been preserved.. It is

necessary and proper for the U.S.S.R, to prolong this period of peace
in the interests of socialist construction. Soviet foreign policy has
successfully maintained initiative and complete freedom of action thr
its consistent refusal to support any imperialist forces or objective,
and thru its being ever-ready to support even the faintest effort
towards the protraction of peace, regardless of its source. As it
should be, in these Soviet manauvers and relationships for peace, the
exact form of capitalist class rule, the difference in state form in
the various countries (Fascist, monarchist, bourgeois democracy), does
not play any decisive role. There is not the slightest conflict of
interest between Soviet foreign policy and the international proleta-
riat. The aims of both are identical (prevention of imperialist war
and destruction of
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capitalism as a world system) but the tactics for the achievement
of these identical aims are necessarily different because in the
U.S.S.R. the proletariat has already captured power, while in the
capitalist countries the working classes have not yet seized power.

3, The momentary attitude of the Soviet Union towr.rds any bourgeois
power, group of powers, or League of Nations does not mean that
it has any illusions about them, that it indorses their colonial
or mandated-area policies or their armament programs. This position
of the U.S.S.R. simply means that it is prepared to work together
with any and all forces, regardless df how temporary and skin-deep
their desires to prevent an outbreak of imperialist war may be,
for the preservation of peace even for the briefest period. In order
to support most effectively the Soviet Union's peace policies, the
proletariat of all capitalist countries must enhance its interna-
tional solidarity of action and struggle against imperialism.

Ill . Present Position and Development of International

Class Struggle

1. The effect of the world economic and political situations, in
all their varied manifestations, on the international class
struggle differs for the various countries, depending primarily
on the specific prevailing class relations in each country. Thus,
we can register the beginning of radicalization of great masses
of v/orkers in the USA and England (organisation and strike wave
under A. F. of L. banner, successes of Labor Party in elections),
while at the same time we can note a savage suppression of the
class struggle in the Fascist countries.

2. An international manifestation of great import is the growing
tendency towards a declassing and proletarianization of the urban
petty bourgeoisie and the lowest and middle layers of the farming
ma s s e s .

3. Simultaneously with the victory of the Fascist counter-revolu-
tion and the advance of Fascist forces In various countries (Ger-
many, Latvia, Bulgaria), there is to be noted the onmarch of the
democratic revolution of the workers and peasants in ot countries
(Soviet Union, Soviet China). In France and especially Spain issues
are rapidly coming to a head between the counter-revolutionary
bourgeoisie and the revolutionary forces of the workers and peasant

a. In this situation of sharpening class conflicts, the CI continues
fts ultra-left, sectarian, tactical line. In general and at best,
confusion, wavering, and inconsistency have replaced definiteness in
the non-Leninist tactical course of the Comintern, Thus, we se.e the
continuation of the anti-united front policy with its insane theory
of social-fascism (Germany, U.S.) simultaneously with some efforts
at genuine united fronts (England, Franco).. The sundry inconsistent
bends, twists and turns have consistently reverted to the fundamen-
tally unsound strategical course in the field of the united front
and trade union activities. The crisis in the CI has been reflected
particularly in the last half year in the Comintern's inability to
capitalize adequately the extremely favorable situations in Austria,
England, and the U.S. Only in the U.S.S.R. and China has the CI
been able not only to avoid losses but even to make gains commensurate
with or even beyond the objective possibilities.
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Socialist economy in the U.S.S.R. has won an overwhelming victory
in the successful first Five-year plan. The 17th Congress of the CPSU
has correctly decided, thru the 2nd Five-year plan, to wipe out the
remnants of capitalism and -to adjust the rate of increase of indus-
trialization so as to insure a substantial rise in the standard of

living. A vital guarantee for the successful carrying out of this
line is the eradication of all manifestations of hero cult in the
CPSU and an energetic execution of the decisions adopted "by the 17th
CPSU Congress for the eradication of bureaucratism in the Party and
Soviet State. In view of the anti-democratic-centralist relationship
prevailing in the CI and its various sections, (no ideological pre-
parations, no free discussions, general non-critical atmosphere,
rampant bureaucratism, etc.) the long overdue call for the Seventh
World Congress has lost reue-b of its significance and potentialities
for correcting the wrong line of the Comintern. That the Seventh
World Congress will mirror only in a distorted fashion the real situa-
tion in the CI Is most glaringly evidenced in the fact that no steps
have been taken towards an objective examination of the crisis and
splits (U.S., France, Germany, Czocho-Slowakia , Spain) as well as

the defeats of the CI (Germany).

5. The victories as well as the defeats of the international prole tar
riat confirm the bankruptcy of social reformism and its international
organization, the L.S.I. , the Second International, The whole trend
of events in Germany, Austria, Spain, U.S.S.R., and China shows prac-
tically that the road of bourgeois democracy leads to defeat and
Fascism while the road to Soviet power (workers councils) leads to
tremendous possibilities for revolutionary action and victories.
Throughout the Second International we are now witnessing the reper-
"aussions of the smashing defeat suffered by reformism in Germany, The
experiences in Austria only emphasize the bankruptcy of international
reformism. This is true despite the unprincipled attempts of the L.S.I,
to exploit the heroic straggles of the revolutionary Austrian prolet-
ariat for the glorification of the Second International,

The Austrian revolt was an uprising (not politically prepared or
organized) of the best elements of the Social Democratic party which
pursued a policy of capitulation to the very last hour. Nor is this
truth altered by the fact that some Austrian Social-democratic leaders
fought courageously as individuals. For the defeat of the Austrian
proletariat, the principles, tactics, and leadership of the Austrian
Social-democratic party arc responsible. The Austrian experiences In-
dicate beyond a shadow of doubt that organizational unity of the
workers under the outright reformist or centrist-reformist (Austro-
Marxism) leadership loads only to defeat. The events in Austria under-
score the need of a mass Communist party with correct tactics In
order to lead, prepare, and insure the victory of the proletariat
over the bourgeoisie.

But international reformism is far from being completely finished. In
some countries (Belgium, Sweden, Holland), it is striving to maintain
its hold on the workers by means of still more open collaboration with
the bourgeoisie. In other countries it is seeking to hold and extend
its influence by means of resorting to left phrases, to pseudo-revolu-
tionary appeals (Prague Program of German Social Democratic party,
"New Beginning" in German Social Democratic party, Declaration of
Principles in American S.P.).
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6. Significant evidence ^f o>.c destructive role of social-reformism
(Second International ) .. and the sterility of the ultra-left tactical
line of the Third International is to he found in the present tragic
developments in Spain and France. Thus, we are witnessing a sharp
right incline, with advancing reaction preparing the ground for Fascistr
in Spain. Under cover of bourgeois democracy the forces of Fascism are
forming serried ranks for brutal attacks on tho French workers. The
spontaneous militant resistance of both the Spanish and French workers
is doomed to defeat unless the L.S.I, and the" Comintern drop their
present opposition to genuine united front action* Likewise, the CI
will not be able to transform these scattered, defensive struggles of
the proletariat into offensive, revolutionary, victorious conflicts so
long as it persists in its present ruinous ultra-left sectarian strate-
gical course.

7. Centrism has experienced some revival in recent months. The reformist
leaders have been resorting to more radical phrases to stem the left-
ward tide of the masses beginning to break with open reformism* Tho
sectarianism of the CI has played into the hands of such left-sounding
reformist loaders. Besides these factors j we must also note that
Trotzkyism, in its new role, has become a stimulant and co-ordinator
of sundry manifestations of centrism, thus further confusing and halt-
ing the development of the awakening social-democratic masses towards
genuine revolutionary socialism, that is, towards communism. Organiza-
tionally, the international Centrist forces have suffered one defeat
after another in recent months. The Qentrist parties gathered in Paris
last summer are now busily engaged in struggles against each other.
In the I.L.P., where Centrism" still has the upper hand, it has been un-
able, to date, to establish a base for International centrist co-
ordination. In the H.L'.P., Centrist leaders are veering towards Fascism.
The S.A.P. is practically dead in Germany. All attempts" at the forma-
tion of a Centrist Party in the U.S. have proved pitiful fiascos
(A.W.P). Finally, the heavy losses suffered by the Centrist Paris bloc
is to be accounted for by the reformist leaders in the Second Inter-
national taking over a good deal of their left phrases and centrist
ideology.

8. After the mortal blows dealt to reformism in Germany and Austria,
Trotskyism became the most virulent source of new centrist-reformist
ideology. It launched far-flung but futile efforts to found a new, a
fourth, a centrist, international and new, centrist parties. These were
consistently marked by a further sharp development of Trotskyism on its
anti-Soviet road (betrayal by C.P.S.U. and C.I. and the pro-civil war

in the U.S.S.R.). To lend a pseudo-theoretical justifi-
cation for his allegation that the Third International has betrayed
and collapsed, Trotsky has developed tho theory that we have entered
upon a -period of blackest reaction - "the epoch of Fascism and reaction.
But with the dismal failure of all their manuevers for new parties and
a new international, the Trotskyites are developing the "theory" that
the hope of the working class lies in the fictitious regeneration of
the Social Democratic Parties which they see and in some cases are
therefore preparing to go headlong into the S.P, Simultaneously there
is to be noted stagnation and disintegration in the camp of Trotskyism -
splits in U.S., Canada, Rakovsky incident.
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9. The general analysis of the International situation and the eva-
luation of Trotskyism and the CI made "by the ICO have been confirmed
by recent events. The tremendous progress of socialist construction
in the U.S.S.R., the victories of the Soviet Chinese forces, the wave
of strikes and organization in the U.S., the notable headway made in
underground revolutionary organization in Germany and Austria all give
the lie to the one-sided Trotskyist conception of the world entering
an epoch of reaction and Fascism. At the same time, the CI conception
threadbare thru mechanical repetition, that we are on the eve of "the
inevitable approach of a new wave of revolutions", has been refuted by
objective developments. The ICO has correctly underscored the in-
creasingly favorable objective conditions for revolutionary struggles
and victories and urged the CI to return to the Leninist tactical path
in order to utilize adequately these opportunities.

Furthermore, recent events in the French and Czecho-Slovakian Communist
parties (Dorifct, .Guttman) have refuted the Trotskyist and Social-re-
formist contention that the situation in the CI is so frozen, really
dead, that there is no vitality or hope there.

The National Committee indorses the proposal of the Buro and the deci-
sion of the first underground convention of the Communist Party of
Germany (Opposition) to have the ICO request to be permitted to send a
fraternal delegation to the Seventh World Congress of the C.I, At this
congress the ICO delegation is to fight for the complete discarding cf

the ultra-left line, for the restoration of democratic centralism, and
for unification and reconstruction of the world Communist movement. In
this fight we, of course, underline our conviction that the Communist
parties cannot be reformed through winning over the puppefct leaderships
but only by winning over the membership for the line of the ICO.

We are glad to bo able to note that since our convention six months
ago, the ICO has considerably improved its position in Germany and the
U.S. Important progress can likewise be registered for the ICO in
Austria, Czecho-Siovakia , Denmark and India. In England we have
succeeded in winning a base of influence through enhancing the revolu-
tionary clarity of the R.F.C. in the I.L.P., to the point of substan-
tial agreement by the R.r.C. with the principles and tactical line of
the ICO.

However, we must frankly declare that the ICO has not been immune from
the crisis pervading the labor movement. Only where the sections of the
ICO have adhered to its lino, have remained firm proponents of Communist
principles and Leninist tactics, have we been able to really go for-
ward (Germany, U.S.). In our former Swedish section the leadership has
gone over to centrism, dropped the name of Communist and adopted the
name Socialist. Under these circumstances the break with the ICO ?/as
unavoidable. This has played into the hands of the official CI section
in Sweden and strcngthendd the ultra-left course there. The National
Committee unreservedly condemns the action of Mourer of the CPO of
Alsaco in voting for the Doumergue government in the French Chamber of
Deputies. Wo greet the numerous deliberate efforts cf the ICO to win
over the CPO of Alsace to a correct position in the coming municipal
election campaign in Strasbourg. As against the policy of an election
bloc with the nationalist Volksfront, constituent sections of which
have gone Fascist, the CPO of Alsace should seek to develop the pro-
letarian united front against French imperialism and Fascism. H olding



."Un-
even the highest n+r*****-&* -" tixe^rmnicl-gal government is not an end in
itself. In the t^-ueit camiWely fashion .w<s' stress to our Alsatian com-

rades that it is imeos--*±kle to carry ..out simultaneously an anti-Fascist

proletarian united front policy and a coalition policy with the Yolks™
fro-a-t- p»r-ti_fxa~-4Br,b^-ch are going Fascist.

IV „ The Si tuation in the United States

1. The general economic index is today at least thirty per cent lower
than last mid-summer. Stagnation and the deflation of the optimism of
some months ago now pervade the economic outlook. At the end of the
first year of the N.R.A., its popularity has 'begun to sag due to its
failure to solve the economic difficulties and due to Its aggravating
effect on certain phases of the economic' situation, (stimulation of

monopoly, artificial shifting of industry, organization of scarcity,
credit inflation, collapse of monetary policy, persistence cf mass
unemployment, etc.). Sixteen million people are still on the relief
rolls and the government now admits that the problem of relief is
permanent in view of at least more than ten million still being fully
unemployed.

2. Roosevelt's great personal popularity still persists and the out-

look for the Republican Party in the coming Congressional elections is

not bright, despite the beginnings cf disillusionment with the N-R.A.
The disillusionment is especially evident amongst the farmers who are
becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the workings of the A. A, A.
The rapid extension of State Capitalism and the constantly increasing
interference by the government in economic relations have caused some
Communists and Liberals to evaluate the New Deal as Fascism. This is

untrue. There is no profound social and political crisis in the United
States, and we do not yet have a revolutionary class-conscious movement
to challenge capitalist rule. The foundation of the New Deal is a mass
parliamentary party (Democratic Party), making blocs and coalitions
with sections of other parliamentary groups. The labor organizations
are not yet being singled out for destruction. Parliamentary rights
and capitalist democratic institutions are still intact, the Illusions
about them arc still intense and widespread. The tendency of the New
Deal to strengthen the executive arm of the government and to extend
State Capitalism are not in themselves Fascism. However, it must be
recognized that there are already numerous objective factors at work
making for Fascism; likewise, some subjective factors have a lready
begun to manifest themselves (Silver Shirts, Silver Rangers, etc.).
Besides, the international spread of Fascism, the growing impotency
of parliamentarism, the continuing economic crisis'and the increasing
possibility of discontent being transformed into revolutionary spirit-,
t.he changing class composition and the transformation of sections of
the middle class into a sort of "lumpen bourgeoisie" , the trend towards
violent nationalism in politics and economics, and the inevitability
of the failure of the sundry purging schemes of the New Deal, are
ominous signs on our political horizon. The most serious source of

Fascist menace in this country at present is the marked tendency towards
company unionism and the multiplying proposals for quasi-public
unionism, for "statization" or government ownership of unionism.

3. In the ranks of the working class the disillusionment with the
N.R.A., though still far from complete, Is already serious. Even the
A.F.of L. is already openly dissatisfied with the labor phases of the
N.R.A. A wave of strikes continues and now and then assumes the most
militant forms (Toledo, Minneapolis). The steel strike has been tern-



porarily averted by the-tr~Q»oherous role of the A.P. of L. burocracy
and the tricky maneuvers of Presifent Roosevelt, but dissatisfaction
continues to develop rapidly among the steel workers. The automobile
workers have taken further stops towards the organization of a
national union. In the textile industry, the workers are preparing
to strike against the onerous provisions of the N.R.A. and only the
outright treachery of McMahon has so far prevented a national silk,
strike. The trend towards progressive unionism and now realignments in
the A.F, of L. were evident at the I.L.G.W.U. Convention. The signifi-
cance of the more than 900 Federal locals in the A.F. of L. is inesti-
mable primarily because of their general industrial basis and their
consisting, In the main, of semi-skilled and unskilled workers.

4. At its last convention the Socialist Party evidenced its first
leftward winds in nearly fifteen years.

5. The various splinter grouplets from the Communist movement have de-
generated still more into worthless sects because of their wrong po-
litical line and their consequent failure to participate significantly
in the wave of strikes and organization under the A.F. of L. banner.

S. The official C.P. stubbornly persists in its costly ultra-left sec-
tarian line despite twists and turns and loud and prolonged shrieking
about its generally fictitious achievements. The critical situation
In the official C.P. is most glaringly evidenced in its terrific turn-
over in membership, in the complete bankruptcy of its "red unions",
and in the most inconsequential role it is now playing in the leftward
developments in the S.P. The T.U.U.L. is now the shadow of its former
pitiful self. It has played no part in the great wave of strikes. It
has not been the slightest factor even in such dramatic struggles as
those of Toledo and Minneapolis. Its former foothold in such industries
as Needle, Auto and Mining is now practically non-existent. For this
reason, the C.P. is now maneuvering to secure a revival of its "red
unions" and more successes in its dual, union-splitting policies under
the guise of organizing a new ar. independent federation of labor. The
basic contradiction in the C.P. red trade union policy continues to bo:
jVh.il e it does not deny membership to non-Communists in its "red" unions,
it insists that those unions must recognize the C.P. as their loader.
In its work in the bona fide unions the C.P. cannot overcome the contra-
diction between organizing constructive opposition groups and the
building of dual competing unions. The tragic bankruptcy of the C.P.
united front policy operating under the single code of social-fascism
was brought into bold relief in recent weeks (Madison Square Garden,
Isolation from and incapacity to understand S.P. developments).

7, Since the National Convention the C.P.O. has reached a now position
in the American labor movement and class struggle - enhanced prestige,
greater and more v/idesproad Influence. Though wo arc now, more than
;ver, a distinct positive forco In the labor movement, we are still
primarily a propaganda organization with mass influence only in iso-
lated sections of the working class (needle, shoe, textile). In the
Last half year we have had a generally correct application of our
trade union and united front policies. Though we have grown numerically
Mid attracted new forces to us (Lithuanian fraternal affiliation, etc.)

;
ct the numerical size of our membership has been lagging lamentably

behind our general influence in the labor movement.
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tt^ SOME PROBLEMS AI© PERSPECTIVES

1. In view of the inner situation in the C.I. and C.P., it Is urgently
necessary for the I.C*Q. and C.P.O. to raise the ideological level

,

not only of the workers already class-conscious but of the labor move-

ment as a whole. We must put in the foreground of our tasks the syste-
matic Marxian analysis of American conditions in the light of the into,

national and domestic situation, particularly because of the political
sterility of the ultra-left leadership of the C.P. and because cf the

confusion in the ranks of the S.P. membership and followers. It is

the job of the C.P.O. to contribute decisively towards an understand! or

of the basic principles of Mars, Engels and Lenin. The growing genera''

interest in Communism affords us a most favorable opportunity and
indicates the most urgent necessity for enlarging and extending our
educational work. A

2. We must Intensify our united front activities. United front action?
with impotent sects (AWP, Trotskyites ,etc . ) are of no value, since
they do not serve to set any masses in motion to struggle against
employ ers and do not help attain revolutionary unity. Furthermore,
we must be on guard against such united fronts giving the appearance
of being anti-C.P. blocs. We do not and cannot have even the sligh-
test interest in such blocs and are opposed to thorn. We must rather
move the center of gravity of our united front actions towards na ss

organizations (trade unions, fraternal organizations, S.P.)

3. In the present situation in the Socialist Party we must maintain
a constructively critical attitude and lend comradely encouragement
and revolutionary leadership to the leftward moving socialist workers.
Especially because of the failure of the centrist leadership of the
S.P. and even of the organized left wing in the S.P. (R.P.C.) to
emphasize sufficiently fundamental principles in their Party referendum.,
it becomes our duty to enlighten the S.P. members about the basic
principles of revolutionary socialism, about Communism. We must work
out the necessary effective transitional stages, each step of which
will objectively and definitely lead the Socialist Party membership
more and more to the left -- that is to Communism. In all our activi-
ties among and relations with Socialist Party members, we must make
clear to them the necessity for the destruction of all species cf

reformism and their breaking not only with open reformism (right
wing) but also with hidden or left reformism ( ccntMsm) , as exemplified
by the "Declaration of Principles". The National Committee under-
scores the fact that the influence which we have won among Socialist
Party members and the constructive role wo have played In aiding them
to move towards the left have been duo to our energetic execution of

the political line laid down by the National Convention 'towards re-
formism and contrism. The progress we have made In this; field bears
out the correctness of the policies adopted by the National Convent io- ,

In principle questions wo will continue to refuse to make oven the
slightest concession. No Communist can conclude that the leftward-
moving wrcm&rars of the Socialist Party have already completed their
p*wo4ss of revolutionary development. At jest they are still on route
to Communism. To oojaaidor that their leftward development is already
completed, means to halt their full development towards Communism
and to prepare and assist their eventual return to open reformism.
We, however, emphatically repudiate the tactics of the official C.P.
in denouncing these Socialist workers because they are not yet fully
Communists. The official C.P. tafctics here play into the hands of the



reformists, halting the leftward""developments and oven tend to drive
Socialist Party members back into the arms of open reformism. The
National Committee further categorically declares that it is prin-
cipled!^ impermissable for Communists as individuals, or as organized
groups, to merge with the Socialist Party which Is a reformist organi-
zation with a leftward development in its ranks. To do this would
mean to accept the Social-democratic ideological levels and principles
and to undermine and destroy the possibility of stimulating and in-
suring the winning over of masses of socialist workers to higher level-:
of class consciousness -- for Communism.

4. The successful practical activities of the C.P.O. in the trade
unions since the National Convention (needle, textile, shoe, mining,
metal) shows emphatically, not only that Communists can work in the
trade unions, but also affords many lessons as to how progressive
groups and constructive oppositions are to be developed inside the
labor unions. In all our trade union work we must keep in mind that
while trade unions are non-partisan organizations they arc not united
front organizations. It is essential to remember this In order to
avoid opportunism as well as ultra-loft mistakes. The C.P.O. must take
steps to enlarge the scope of its trade union work, to enhance the
class content of the issues raised by us. Towards this end the develop-
ment of effective fraction work and genuine progressive groups in the
central trades councils and the organization of national progressive
groups in certain unions is of paramount immediate importance. We must
energetically utilize our present position in the trade union movement
to intensify the fight against company unionism, and fascism, for un-
employment and general social insurance, against race prejudice as
well as for industrial unionism, trade union democracy, higher wages
and better working conditions. In this respect, our agitation for a
Labor Party assumes special .importance and must be transformed, on
local scales, into practical organizational activities. In general,
we must intensify our activities as Communists working constructively
inside the conservative A.F.of L. unions for their transformation into
militant industrial unions. Likewise, wo must show maximum desire,
ability and industry In mobilizing the revolutionary and progressive
workers for taking the leadership in educating and assimilating the
millions of new A. P. of L. members. Only in this way will w e bo able
to defeat the drive of company unionism and efforts of government-
ownership of unions which would be the first step in the construction
of corporate or fascist unions. By intensifying car trade union work
along the above lines we will bo able to lend the necessary revolutio-
nary leadership at this moment when the American labor movement has
entered upon a new period of development.

5. Because of the changes in the economic situation and s^ mo of the
steps taken and maneuvers made by the Roosevelt administration (CWA)
all organizations of unemployed have recently declined in strength.
The National Committee herewith instructs the Buro to reorganize the
unemployed work, to appoint a new National Unemployment Committee and
to prepare a concrete program of action in this, field for the coming
fall and winter.

6. The inner situation of our group is today healthier than at any
time In its existence. Objective developments and our activities have
borne out the general correctness of our tactical line. The fundamen-
tally healthy condition of our group is especially evidenced in its
ability to ward off all attempts of the official C.P. to drive us to
accept their ultra-loft, non-Leninist, tactical course. In this sense
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we must also greet the fact that the group has been able to defeat all
attempts and. maneuvers from reformist sources to drown it in the morass
of centrism. We have contributed" substantially to the annihilating de-
feat inflicted upon the elements agitating and working against Communist
unity thru the creation of now centrist panties and a new centrist
international. Since the convention, the C.P.O. has practically wiped
:<ut all remnants of factionalism and clique struggle arising out of
previous controversies in our ranks.

7. We must take further steps to build the I.C.O. We cannot expect the
now forces coming to us from the C.F., the trade unions, or the srocial-
democratic movement, at the very outset of their joining us, to have
clarity and correctness of viewpoint to the extent that wo have it today-
after years of struggle and practical communist activities. In holding
our forces together, wo must also recognize the great difficulties which
wo as an l.C.O. fr.ee, bo onus o of the vory nature of our struggle,
(C.I. persistence in ultra-loft course, wave of centrism, social democra-
tic left phrases, ac- rapid numerical growth). We will make headway
precisely to the extent that we make no concessions in principles" and'
do not deviate from our general tactical line. To rid in the building
of the I.C.O. center, the National Committee herewith decides to sond,
within a few months, one of its members as a permanent worker inthc
I.C.O. Buro. Our activities in behalf of the underground work in Ger-
many and Austria must be considerably improved. Our work for the relief
of the victims of the fascist terror must be organized nationally and
far more effectively. Immediate steps-- should be taken to coordinate
and extend our contacts in Latin America and lend greater assistance
to our Canadian comrades in the interest of extending the Influence and
organization of the I.C.O.

The National Committee reaffirms the adherence of the C.P.O. to its
perspectives as adopted at the National Convention and pledges itself
to an intensification of our struggle f<~r a return of the Communist
International and its American section to the Leninist tactical path
and the rebuilding and the rc-unif ication of the world party of
Communism — the Communist International and its sections.
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•TH^ J3AN FRANCISCO GENERAL STRIKE

k Statement of the National Buro , GPO

1. The four-day general strike of the San Francisco workers, .-

which will go -down in the history of American labor as one of its
most slgnific-ant events, was precipitated as the climax of the
struggle of the waterfront workers of that city. The strike of
the longshoremen, continuing down from the beginning of June,
aimed primarily to win recognition and the right of collective
bargaining and to do away with the notorious system of boss-con-
trolled "hiring halls". The longshoremen fought courageously
and with determination. The movement soon spread to other Pacific
Coast ports, and the warm sympathy of the whole Sa*i Francisco
labor movement was aroused. On the other hand, the waterfront
employers, reckoned among the most bitterly anti-union capitalist;
in the country, seized upon the occasion to launch a planned of-
fensive to wipe out unionism altogether and to convert San Fran-
cisco into a completely open shop ("American plan") town. Acting
in their behalf, Governor Fierriam called out the National Guard
with the avowed purpose of smashing the strike. The massacre that
followed stung the entire working class of San Francisco into a
frenzy of indignation. Galls for action began to be heard on
all sides. A conference of the trade union movement was convened
at which the demand for a general sympathy strike was very strong.
But no such action was taken at that time; a "strategy committee"
was simply elected to 'aid the longshoremen in their struggle.
The pressure for a general strike, however, grew from moment to
moment. It became clear t& the conservative leaders of the
"strategy committee" that, if they did not make some concession
to the unmistakable will of the masses, they would be ousted and
thrown aside. On July 15, they therefore acquiesced in the
general strike and placed themselves! at the head of it, though
they were its bitterest opponents.

2. From its very first hour the San Francesco general strike
won the enthusiastic support of the masses thrucmt the country.
Pledges and demonstrations of solidarity poured in from all quar-
ters. On the other side, all forces and resources of capital
were feverishly mobilized to smash the general strike - the muni-
cipal and state authorities, the newspapers, radio and pulpit,
the vigilante hooligans, and General Johnson. A murderous "Red
scare" wae deliberately worked up inorder to frighten the more
backward elements and to confude and divide the ranks of the
strikers. But the strike held firm. Over 100, 000 men were out.

In spite of the formidable arrayN of forces against it, the en-
tire city wae paralyzed in the g>ip of labor. The strike was
not broken from without; it was disrupted from within. Using
their key positions in the most unscrupulous manner, and taking
advantage of the signs of confusion appearing in come quarters
as a result of the "Rod scare" and the hostility of "public
opinion", the conservative union leaders deliberately set about
undermining the strike, spreading demoralization and disintegra-
tion in every direction. Finally, on the fourth day, they felt
themselves strong enough to force a decision thru the strike
cc/mmittee calling off the struggle on a vague promise of ar-
bitration of the grievances of the waterfront workers. The de-
moralization spread further. The teamsters, who had been the
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moving force in precipitating the general strike, were the first
to go back to work, even agreeing to haul scab loads I By large
majorities the longshoremen themselves are now voting to return
awaiting arbitration.

3. The inner collapse of the general strike undoubtedly
has left the San Francisco labor movement weaker organizationally
and morally, and, worst of all, with the conservatives still in
the sad41e, perhaps even more firmly than before. The consoli-
dated open shop interests of the city are quite openly planning
to take advantage of the opportunity to break the back of the
trade unions in retreat. How effective will be labor's resis-
tance, and how successful its efforts to regain its losses, will
depend to a very great degree on how rapidly it learns the great
lessons of the four-day general strike.

THE GENERAL STRIKE AND THE NRA
4. The San Francisco general strike achieved a level of

•lass solidarity and class action but rarely reached by trade
unionism in this country. In it there were reflected the deep
fermentations in the ranks of labor and the increasingly aggress
sive mood dominating it. The militancy which precipitated the
great general strike was born out of a feeling of deep disillu-
sionment with the broken promises of the NRA. During the summer
and autumn of 1933, the fighting mood of the workers was olosely
associated with the- grossest illusions as to the boons to be
derived from the NRA. The increasing frequency and brutality
with which the Government has aoted as strikebreaker has served to
awaken the workers as to the real nature of the NRA. The dissi-
pation of these illusions under the hard knocks of reality has
bred a spirit of rebellion and resentment, Y/hich has become the
basis of a more sober and effective type of militancy. The
workers no longer believe that what they want will be. given to
,them by the NRA; they are beginning to realize that it must be
won, if at all, thru their own organized fighting spirit. The
great wave of strikes in the last few months, climaxing in the
San Francisco general strike, is the clearest evidence of this
profound change of mood of large sections of the American workers.

5. The workers engage* in the various maritime strikes on
the Pacific Coast and in the general strike showed their hostility
to the NRA and their lack of confidence in it in undisguised
form. The NRA, on the other side, unceremoniously dropped its
pretense of "impartiality", and in the person of General Johnson,
indulged in the most venemous attacks on the strikers. No more
complete revelation of £he essential nature and role of the NRA
oould be possible for even the most conservative leaders in San
Fran»isco were obliged to recognize that the increased
strength and consolidation that the employers organizations had
gained thru the NRA, were being used most effectively against
the workers in the crisis. Among the historical achievements
of the San Francisco general strike is certainly thoro self-
exposure into which it forced the NRA.

THE CONSERVATIVE LEADERSHIP AND THE WORKERS
6. The graet and fatal shortcoming of the San Francisco

general strike lay in the fact that the aroused and militant
masses in the trade unions, tho able to force thru the general
strike against the will of the old-line conservative leaders,
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proTre-d-rmabLe to provide- -the strike with a leadership believing
in it, devoted to it, and determined to lead it to victory. The
workers proved unable to translate their fighting mood into or-
ganizational terms. The very same reactionaries who cynically
announced that they had acquiesced in the strike only because the?

wanted to retain their positions of leadership, were given deci-
sive control of the general strike committee and of the whole
strike machinery. From the very first they utilized this con-
trol to demoralize and to undermine the strike, to bring it to
the quickest possible end, without repard to consequences. It
was the sheerest suicide to entrust the fate of this gigantic
struggle of 100,000 to those who feared and hated it, yet that
is precisely what happened in San Francisco. This fatal step
was possible only because the militancy of the workers was not
consciously directed or organized, because it exhausted itself
in enthusiasm over the concessions wrung from the conservative

'

leaders, because it did not see the necessity of organizational
guarantees of its victories - because, in brief, there did not
exist an organized left-wing progressive force functioning ef-
fectively in the San Francisco trade union movement. The fate
of the general strike teaches us once again the cardinal lesson
that militancy or aggressiveness of the'workers cannot accomplish
its goal unless it is transformed into a conscious organized force
ready to challenge the control of the conservative leaders and
determined to deprive them of all possibility of influencing the
course of the struggle.

7. In their work of demoralizing and destroying the strike
from within, the reactionary forces in the strike leadership were
greatly aided by William Green and other spokesmen of the top
group in the A.F. of L. The statement that President Green,
openly disavowing the strike and attacking it while it was still
in progress, was nothing short of deliberate strike breaking and
was welcomed as such by the open shop, union-hating interests on
the Paci fie Coast. Yet, in spite of the genuine enthusiasm that
the general strike evoked in the ranks of labor all over the
country, President Green's statement was not met with an indignant
roar of protest as it really deserved, but was c-enerally allowed
to pass by without comment. As a matter of fact, the only impor-
tant voice of protest came from the progressive administration of
the New York Dressmakers Union Local 22, I.L.G.W.U. Here, too,
the fundamental cause is the same - the lack of an organized left-
wing progressive force in the American labor movement as a whole.
Such a force and smch a force alone could have transformed the
wide-spread feeling of solidarity into effective and organized'
support that would have swept aside all obstacles in its way.

THE GENERAL STRIKE AND THE LABOR MOVEMENT
8. The San Francisco general strike represented an important

stage in the struggle of the American workers for unionism, for
union recognition and collective bargaining. For in spite of
the fact that Section 7a of the NRA allegedly guarantees these
rights to labor, the events of thelast year and a half have abun-
dantly shown that the American workers will be able to build up
their unions and win union recognition only thru unceasing and
determined struggle against the employers, the government, and
the NRA. It is this struggle that constitutes the central task
of labor in the present period.



9. The San Francisco general strike, follov/lng the Toledo
strike, the Vveirton case, the rupirure of union relations on the
part of the Republic Steel Company, and many other events, made
it clearer than ever that the organized employing class of this
country is fully determined not only to stem the further progress
of unionism, but even to destroy whatever union organization
there now exists. This, and not the alleged fear of revolution,
accounts for the savage bitterness with which the employers and
their servile "public opinion" (that is, the newspapers) met the
waterfront workers struggle and the subsequent general strike.
The collapse of the general strike, because it disclosed the
inner weakness of' the labor movement, will only stimulate and
encourage the union-smashing offensive."O'

10. If labor is to meet this offensive, it must overcome
its fatal inner weakness, its conservative leadership, which never
misses an opportunity to capitulate, surrender, or sell out.
Hundreds of thousand.s of workers in the unions, especially those
recruited in the last eighteen months, are growing impatient with
policies and practices that benefit no one but the employers.
They are demanding more militancy, more afgreESiven&ss, more
struggle, and a new leadership, representing these ideas, is
making itself felt in many sedtions* These developments have
brought consternation to the employers and to the rock-ribbed
old-line leadership of the A.F. of L. Both are countering the
new developments in the same way, by a drive against the more
militant and aggressive elements in the trade unions under the
cover of a Red scare. The police, the Federal government, the
courts, and the vigilante hooligans are co-operating on the West
Coast to "wipe out Communism", in actual fact, to drive out the
militants from the unions. President Green has just issued a
statement to the same effect - the militants must be driven out
of the unions. Never was it so clear as in the San Francisco
strike and after that the employers and the reactionary union
officials form one fighting front against the workers*

11. If the labor movement is to weather this crisis, it must
smash this joint drive of the employers and the reactionary of-
ficials to rob the unions of their aggressiveness and fighting
spirit. Without regard to any political or other differences,
aal sincere trade unionists must now unite to defend the integrity
vand militancy of their organization.

12. The national committee of the Socialist Party greeted
the general strike with a rousing call to solidarity and support.
But this general appeal had little concrete meaning. The Socialist
spokesmen and the press, especially those most influential in the
labor movement, refused to level even the slightest criticism
against the strikebreakers sitting in the general strike committee
busily at work destroying the strike. Indeed, they justified
their every move. T he Hew York Forward, and partly the Hew
Leader also, had the incredible indecency to try to pass off
Green's statement as an endorsement of the strike. In an article
on July 33, L.Hendin, the head of the New York labor committee of
the S.P. does not hesitate to declare, "The brilliant leadership
of the strike was positively admirable. w It is true that all this
comes from the right wing "old guard" of the party, but it should
be remembered, first, that it is precisely this section of the
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S.P, fHAf has any influence in the trade union movement, and se-
condly, that even under its Militant leadership, the S.P. national-
ly has not bestirred itself in the least to stimulate and organize
the protest against the strikebreaking conduct of the president of
the American Federation of Labor. On the contrary, the Socialist
radio station in New York allowed Ryan to attack the San Francisco
strike and particularly its left wing. Even under its militant
leadership, the S.P. is still in deadly fear of offending the con-
servative trade union burocracy and is thus condemned to belie its
high-sounding revolutionary commitments at every turn.

THE GENERAL STRIKE AMD THE COMMUNIST PARTY

13. The official Communist Party, too, greeted the strike
with a rousing call to solidarity and support. And, it, of
course, did not hesitate to brand the conduct of the reactionary
union leaders inside and outside the general strike committee
for what it was, if not always in the most intelligible and effes-
tive manner. But, in its ownway, the C.P. leadership contributed
a great deal to the crumbling and ultimate collapse of the general
strike. Nothing so criminally irresponsible has been seen in a
long time as the efforts of Browder and the other C.P. leaders to
paint the whole strike "Red", to make the most fantastic claims
for Communist Party control and influence in it. Utterly unjusti-
fied by the facts as these claims were, they nevertheless played
right into the hands of those who were engineering the "Red scare",
were given the utmost publicity by them, and did their part in
frightening the workers, confusing and dividing the strike ranks
and demoralizing the strike. Neither the labor movement nor the
Communist movement derived anything but great damage from these
reckless and insane tactics.

14. Strangely enough, the bombast of Browder and the hysteri-
cal outbursts of the Daily Worker were in marked contrast to the
policies pursued by the C.P. district leadership in California,
where the party followed a much more careful and realistic course,
both before and (Miring the strike.

15. The general strike, like all of the recent struggles of
labor, dealt an annihilating blow to the fundamental dogma under-
lying the whole dual unionist course of the official C.P. - the
belief that the A.F. of L. unions are really "company unions" and
are therefore incapable of fighting for the interests of the
workers. Under the impact of what happened in San Francisco, the
whole system of trade union policy and tactics of the C.P. went
down in hopeless collapse. %

16. Its fundamentally dual unionist trade union course pre-
vented the Communist Party from effectively utilizing the influence
and connections it did possess among the San Francisco maritime
workers. The same cause made the C.P. totally innffective as a
factor in mobilizing the workers in the trade unions for real
support of the general strike against the strike breaking of the
conservative leaders. Never was the deadly isolation of the
official C.P. in the labor movement so painfully demonstrated
as in the crisis.
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COULD THE GE1ISRAL STRIKE HAVE SUCCEEDED?

17. The inevitable failure .of any general or sympathetic
strike was the incessant theme of all opponents of the San Fran-
cisco struggle, from the employers publicity agents to William
Gre<-'n . The only argument evex put forward to prove the futility
of the sympathetic strike whet-hex general in extent or not, is
the one contained in President Green's statement of July 21 to the
effest that such a strike is no longer directed against a parti-
cular group of taployers, Taut is immediately transformed into a
clash with the government, and, of course, ^government mv.ub be
supreme". But this argument condemns almost any strike of what-
ever sort to inevitable failure since most strikes, once they have
become formidable enough, meet with the opposition of the Govern-
mental forces who rush into the aid of the employers. And indeed
this very same logic ha& often «§aen employed to justify capitula-
tion and surrender in quite ordinary economic strife.

18. With the proper policies and leadership, with careful
preparation and solid organization, with the aid, or at least the
benevolent neutrality of the lower middle classes, and above all,
with the enthusiastic and active support of the labor movement as
a whale, general and BVMpathetic strikes have been and can be
successful. All facts at hand go to prove that the San Francisco
strike had considerable ehanoes of success, had the leadership
of the strike and of the A.F. of L. lived up to its duties and
responsibilities, had it tried to win the strike and instead of
being concerned solely irtth ending it.

IHE GHWJML STRIKE AMD REVOLUTION
19. Tr&s the general strike a revolution? In order to feed

the Red hysteria, Governor lierriam and ilayor Rossi proclaimed to
the world that "Moscow" had decided to start a revolution on the
Pacific Coast and that the San Francisco strike was the opening
gun J In dismissing such malicious noneensf and in recognizing
the obvious fact that the strike had no other objective thai* sup-
port of the waterfront workers in an economic struggle, we must not
lose sight of the even more significant fact that, in the period
of acute class struggle, that is the general strike, the main prob-
le»s of revolution are foreshadowed in undeveloped but unmistakable
form. In the general strike, the organized working class, over-
coming its sectional differences, confronts organized capital ia
open class array. But in the general strike the organized working
class confronts not only the capitalist class, but also the capi-
talist government as its direct enemy. Eever are class and poli-
tical relations more clear than when illuminated in the burning
glare of the general strike.

m

20. But it is the problem of power that emerges so sharply
from every general strike. To the degree that the general strike,
no matter how limited its objectives may be, is successful, to
that degree are the powers of the "regularly constituted authori-
ties" (that is, of the capitalist government) paralyzed, to that
degree do the essential powers of government slip into the hands of
the general strike committee and its organs- As long as the gen-
eral strike goes on, a real situation of dual power prevails, in
which the power of the proletariat challenges the power of the
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bourgeoisie, In San Fs-&n©ise§ exae^ly thi§ situat-isa e§nHnu§&
for four days. »T3i© WQ£k§?§ committee' 1

, reports the Hew Yexk
Timeg of July 19, :'feas usurped tlie fuaQtloas of govtK^tnt by
issuing and denying permits for the transact ion of business, for
the transportation and distribution ©f foodstuffs and other
public activities."

21. Significantly enough, the workers power in the general
strike is not exercised thru parliamentary bodies, so cherished
by the worshippers of democracy, but thru councils of workers de-
puties, from which the non-working class elements of the popula-
tion are ruthlessly excluded. If they are to be at all effective,
these councils must necessarily act in an arbitrary, dictatorial
manner, without regard to constituted right; the safety of the
strike is the highest law. In the general strike committee and
its instruments, we have the authentic prototype of the proleta-
rian dictatorship and the soviet power.'

22. Certainly the dim recognition of these deeper implica-
tions of the general strike frightened and confused considerable
sections of the more backward strikers in San Francisco. But
that is only one side of the picture. Far more significant is

the effect that practical confrontation of these basic questions
of revolution has upon the workers who meet them in direct and
simple form in the general strike. Such practical experience,
emerging from the white heat of the class struggle, is certain
to prove of inestimable significance in the revolutionary educa-
tion of the American proletariat J
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INDEPENDEFT TmiOKIgML _ TODAY-

A Declaration of. the National Buro , 0P0

i* The changed situation in the labor movement has put an entirely-
new aspeect to the old question of "independent" unionism. The great
wave of union organization that made such Lenlway in the early days
of the NRA expressed itself primarily in the tremendous strengthening
of a number of old A.F. of L. unions and in the formation of new u-
nions on an industrial basis within the A.F.of L. (federal local u-
nions, plant unions, etc). But the same movement a": so found expres-
sion in the appearance, in various industries and various parts of
the country, of "independent" unions, i.e., of local, regional, or
national labor unions not affiliated with the A F. of L. It is
difficult to determine with any degree of accuracy how many such
unions there are, or how big is their membership; but it is important
to note that they are frequently to be found in basic mass production
industries. In their form of organization, they are predominantly
industrial in structure, although "independent" craft unions are fair-

ly common. In general ideology and philosophy
?
they are typically

^

more conservative and more backward than the general run ox A.F. of

L. unions. Indeed, a good deal of their "independence !: Is to be

traced to the fact that the workers in them have not yet risen to

the level of an all -embracing national movement, to their fear of

any such movement ae too radical just because of its all-embracing
national character,, In fact, some of these !f independent" unions are
often dominated If* a narrow and restricted outlook very close to the
company union ideology. The "independence" of these unions is gene-
rally not a sign of any radicalism, oitner potential ore actual; it

is, in fact, usually a symptom of the extreme immaturity of bheir
trade union consciousness. Contributing factors in the appearance
of "independent" unionism are occasionally organizational ^ friction
and jurisdictional disputes, an indifferent or antagonistic attitude
on the part of the existing A.F. of L. unions, or some e%ecially
discreditable record of the A.F. of L. locally.

aitAlt.hb.ugh both are usually dual unionist in character, a clear
distinction must be made between "independent" unionism in the gen-
uine sense of the term, on the one hand, and "Red- unionism or
T.U.U.L. unionism, on the other. For not only do the "independent"
unions usually possess a mass base, which the "Red" unions of the
T.U.U.L. lack, but the two are quite different in their ground of
existence, animating philosophy, and organizational control. "In-
dependent" unions usually arise spontaneously as a result of the
backwardness of the workers involved or as a result of jurisdiction-
al disputes, the opposition to organization of the unorganized by

A.F. of L. burocrats, etc. "Red" unions owe their existence to the

very deliberate and systematic dual unionist course of the official

Communist Party. The control of the "independent" unions usually
rests within these organizations themselves, so that a change of

their policies, especially in relation to the A.F. of L. , is pos-
sible through convincing the members within them; the "Red" unions,
on the other hand, are under the paralyzing stranglehold of the
official O.P., whose auxiliaries they are in effect, bo. that no
change of policy is conceivable as long as they remain T.U.U.L.
organizations. These fundamental distinctions must be kept in
mind in formulating tactics for dealing with both types of unions.
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3. The chief objective of Communists and progressive unionists in

dealing with these "independent" unions is to overcome the ideologi-
cal backwardness which keeps them "independent", to deepen and broad-
en the solidarity and union consciousness of the workers and to ef-
fect the incorporation of the organizations into the general labor
movement, into the American Federation of Labor. The situations in
which "independent" unionism usually appears are, however, so diffe-
rent and so various that, although the objective remains always the
same, it is necessary to employ the utmost care in working out tac-
tics to achieve this objective. The tactics employed must be based
on the concrete circumstances in each case.

4. Great confusion and worse characterize the attitude of the
various tendencies in the labor movement on>the. question of "inde-
pendent" unionism.

The old-line A.F, of L. leadership simply refuses to recognize
the exictence of the problem and contents itself with repeating
that the organizations involved are not "bonafide trade unions."
It thuL makes more difficult the rapprochement between the "inde-
pendent" unions and the A.F. of L. and their incorporation within it.

The same narrow attitude is maintained by a good section of the
right wing elements of the Socialist Party, ?;hile among the Militants
the ideology of dual unionism and of "independent" unionism, decked
out in ultra-revolutionary phrases borrowed from official O.P. sec-
tarianism, is not uncommon. The resolution of the Detroit convention
of the S.P. on the trade union question manages to combine a slightly
sectarian attitude on "independent" unionism with an ultra-opportu-
nist refusal to level any criticism at all against the reactionary
policies of the A.F. of L. leadership.

The Communist Party, committed to dual Unionism in theory and
practice, sees in "independent" unionism a new weapon in its drive
to destroy the A.F. of L. unions from within and from without and to
replace them by "Red" unions under its control. To further this ob-
jective, it is ready to pander to the conservative prejudices of the
most backward sections of the workers, if only these prejudices can
be turned against the A.F. of L. The new policy of an "independent' .

;

federation of. labor" is precisely such a piece of strategy. Virtu-
ally admitting the utter bankruptcy of the T.U.U.L. as a rival trade
union center to the A.F. of L. , it aims to create a new dual union
center by combining within it the revolutionary "Red" unions and
backward "independent" unions on the common ground of opposition to
the A.F. of L. The unprincipled character of such a policy, diamet-
rically opposed to the deepest interests of American labor, is ob-
vious. Fortunately such a policy is also self-destructive and futile
and can only lead to an even greater fiasco than the T.U.U.L.

The policy of such groups as the American Workers Party and the
Trotskyites is a muddle of confusion, but in a greater or lesser
degree both groups go a long way in the direction of dual unionist
sectarianism in an anxious attempt to establish their revolutionary
virtue. The very slight influence of both groups in the organized
labor movement makes their course of little practical significance.

5. The Communist Party Opposition fights for trade union unity,
for one united all-inclusive trade union movement as part of a
fight for general working class unity against the capitalist class,
we are for one union in each industry as an integral part of the
general labor movement. Where genuine "independent" unions exist



outside the A.F. of L. our tactics arc the following; -27-
(a) In cases v/here two or more independent unions in one craft of

industry exist, we favor their amalgamation into one.
(b) In cases where there is an independent union and no other u-

nion in the same craft or industry affiliated to the A.F. of L. , we
favor its affiliation to the A.F. of L. as the recognized union in
the field.

(c) In cases where an independent union in a particular craft or
industry co-exists with an A.F, of L- union in the same field, we
favor the amalgamation of the two organizations, into one and the af-
filiation of the amalgamated union with the A.F. of L. Such a deci-
sion for affiliation must be made by the rank and file members of the
independent union on the basis of conviction and not imposed upon the
membership from on top.

(d) A pre-requisite for all such amalgamation is a guarantee that
the organizational rights of the membership of each of the hitherto
existing unions shall remain intact and secure and that the members
of both previous organizations are to be on the basis of equality
in the amalgamated trade union.

6. In cases where an independent union is the established organi-
zation in the field, even ttg- it exists side by side with an A.F.
of L. union, we must,

(a) Work inside this independent union for the purpose of building
it up into a strong militant union.

(b) Strive to have this union become the recognised union in the
craft or industry.

(c) Propagate the idea and need of trade union joint action and
ultimate unity (between the A.F. of L. and independent unions in the
field) as against trade union rivalry and competition not only be-
tween the independent and A.F, of L. unions in question, but also
between the independent union and the trade union movement as a whole.

(d) Our members in the A.F. of L. union in this particular field
are to v/ork on the above basis for such amalgamation with the inde-
pendent union.

7. We are against the formation of any sort of independent fede-
ration of labor as against competition with the A.F.L. on the ground
that it will •";.

. 4:id further divisions in the ranks of trade unionism,
and .seriously hamper the achievement of labor's very urgent task of
transforming the existing conservative trade unions into powerful,
militant industrial unions. This holds true whether the proposed
independent federation of labor is to be conservative or revolutiona-
ry in character.

8. The dominant leadership of the A.F.L. is extremely reactionary
and must be overthrown and destroyed because it is the bearer of ca-
pitalist anti-working class influence in the labor movement. But
the A.F. of L. itself is the biggest body of organized labor in Ame-
rica, the main stream of the American labor movement, ao well as the
biggest trade union federation in the capitalist world. Drawing the
sharpest distinction between the corrupt and reactionary leadership
of the A.F. of L. and the millions of workers in its ranks, we de-
clare that the course of policy outlined above is the only one ca-
pable of winning away the masses of the conservative-minded w6rkers
from the influence and control of the reactionary labor official-
dom, of opening the way to militant class struggle and rev61utiona-
ry action.



THE CHANGE IN COMINTERN TACTICS

AND THE TASKS OF THE COMMUNIST OPPOSITION

Resolution unanimously adopted by the Buro of the

National Committee of the Communist Party of

the U.S.A. (Opposition), September 22, 1934

1. The turn in policy now under way in the Communist International ^
and in all its sections is by far the deepest and most extensive' experi-

enced since the initiation of the sectarian course six years ago. It

has already touched the three most important problems of Communist mass

activity, the united front, the attitude towards the Social-democracy

and trade union tactics.
2. The very idea of the united front from below has been completely

scrapped in practise and replaced by the united front as a definite

block of various labor organizations of different political tendencies

for common action. Such a united front against Fascism has been set up

in France, thanks largely to the indefotiguable efforts of the French

C. P. under pressure of its rank and file. Between the C.P. 's and S.P. 's

of Italy and Spain, similar agreements have just been signed. Efforts

in the seme direction have been made by the Communist parties in other

countries, with varying degrees of success. Everywhere the united front

from below is, for the present at least, definitely a thing of the past.

3. A corresponding change is also taking place in the attitude to

Social-Democracy. The term "social-Fascism" is increasingly less ovi-

dent in C.P. literature and appears today largely as a carry-over from

the post. In Franco and Germany, where the change in this respect is

most marked, the Social-domocrats are approached as class comrades and

fellow workers md. are treated with an almost ceremonious politeness.

Indeed, "representatives of Social-democratic workers and party groups"

are invited to attend the coming seventh world congress of the Communist

International "as guests and friends." These are the very same people

who, a few months ago, were being denounced and abused by official Com-

munist spokesmen as "social-Fascists", as the "main enemy", as the "chief

social base of Fascism)"
4. Of greatest significance are the beginnings of a turn in trade

union tactics already visible today. In Germany, the original policy of

forming Red illegal unions has been given up and the C.P. has declared

itself ready to dissolve those already formed and to participate in the

building up of illegal trade unions on a non-partisan basis. In France,

the Communist Party has come out in favor of the merging of the c.G.T.U.

(Red trade union center) with the C.G.T. (reformist trade union center).

_

In Great Britain, the dissolution of the Red miners union in Scotland is'

being undertaken. In the United States, a number of locals of the

T.U.U.L. hove just been officially liquidated. The fact that these so-

colled locals had no existence except on paper is less important than

the sharp turn in policy implied in this step.

5. From all indications, the seventh congress of the Communist Inter-

national, to take place sometime next year, is being planned as a dramatic

demonstration of this new turn, as a congress of the united front and

trade union unity. In any case the seventh congress will certainly havo

to take account of these changes of line, will have to justify and

systematize them, will have to extend thorn in one form or another to

other countries, including the United States. Just as the sixth congress

(1928) marked the initiation of the ultra-leftist course, so will tho.

seventh congress, mark tho greatest step yet taken in the painful process'

of its liquidation.
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6, This sharp turn in the policy of the Communist international Is

taking place -under the irresistible pressure of events, forcing the deci-

sive tho unacknowledge scrapping of the characteristic excesses of the

third period." The triumph of Hitler in Germany, disclosing the com-

plete impotence in action of the huge German Communist Party, the Febru-

ary days in Austria in which the Communist Party played so utterly in-

significant a role, the rising wave of strike struggle and labor militancy

in the United States upon which the official C. P. has been alls to

exercise such little influence, oil this has produced a definite revulsion

against the crass sectarianism responsible for such disastrous results.

At the same time, tho mounting demand for unity on the part -of the work-

ing masses within the Communist and Socialist parties end surrounding
them, a demand, increasingly powerful tho frequently unclear end unformed,

has had its inevitable effect by forcing both parties to change their
attitude to the united front and proletarian unity of action. These
processes have been greatly stimulated and impelled by the unceasing
political criticism and effective mass work of the International Communist
Opposition which has shown how it is possible to combine iron firmness

in principle with realism in analysis and flexibility in tactics.

7. But unquestionably a funds-mental factor in bringing about this

most recent and most profound turn in the Communist international, is

the far-reaching change of inner-Soviet policy which the communist Party

of the Soviet Union is now executing in the second five-year plans.

Under the present system of political leadership in the Communist Inter-

national, every important change of course in the Soviet union is immed-

iately transferred mechanically to the Communist parties of the capitalist

countries, the objective situation or the relation of forces in these

countries being entirely ignored. This method, indeed, is the deepest

source of the crisis that has brought" the world Communist movement (out-

side of the Soviet Union) to the brink of ruin. The history of the ,0.1.

for the* last ten years shows
i

that'';this process of mechanical transference
of poMcy'has been the moving fore© behind all the otherwise inexplicable'
turns and twists of official policy. ';

;

"'

H
;

;

:

,' In J19g3-l924 the C ,P . S . U. ; undertook - a left turn in ; social '_ and
: '

economic '-policy at home; immediately the first great wave of *uitrc-lefti'sm

inundated thec5'ommunist International "rnd; almost wrecked it
.

(the' 'FiscKer-

Mdslpv regime, in Germany

,

:" Treint-Girault in Franco', Neurath in Czeeho- L

Slovakia, '

-etc. }v
r

Then| 'in 1925, I9S6 arid ;I92?V came a right turn in
.

inner-Soviet policy; autdmatically the- ultra-left party wreckers were
Ousted, their 'tactics' repudiated arid & new course undertaken..'

; But,

towards 'the end of 1927;, came another shift 'to' ; the left '(the first five-
year pla arid the 'direct 'drive for socialization

)
,. culminating' in the

nhotJheade:

dv, excesses "of 1050; /again !

a wave of ultra-leftism oveycaitj " '-
:

*

the Contauriist International 'and 'the present crisis began. With the
*

correction of the- gross errors ^ftfe^ho-f-^ee'd^d** period, a "series of

turns tmd tw'ists began iri 'Comintern policy, ! in^ne general.direction o:
,

liquidating thei fantastic luna
;

ci'es';bf
sthe" "third period".-;; Today, in 1'* :

-
'

_

•DriothQf 'basic. change is taking plade iri -the ;soclql .and .economic -course

the C,P'.SiU.
?
perhaps ^comparable

i

;in
: depth tothal'of 1927-i928. 'Todqy*

in eyefy- important 'field '.of 'social 'life.;'and activity, there is a .pro*
1 '

nouriced 'shift .to "fff right ,' to ' a more moderate policy /rid less' extreme

icetics'."; .This ;;chqnge, "of course; ;is fully
?

' justified indeed, by the :

developments of recent years; it is made possible .and necessary by "the

Very correctriess'.arid successes 'of the' first .five-year plan. ;' Becattse,
';"

under the. present ' system of ^political leadership"' in the Comintern^ ever^' ..

c'hange .of '' Inhsr-Soviet. policy 'of the C.p'.s.U. ..is mechanically vtrftnsferred
and automatically reflected in a corresponding "shift ; in the o^her Communist

parties > we Ore now 'experiencing "the .marked tuTn away from ultra-i.eijt ism

iri the policies of the Commrihist International.
; ]

'.'. "',"_ •''[
...

*



'8. The argument now advanced by some official Communist spokesmen
that, altho the new turn may bo all right today, the old sectarian line
was also justified by tho then prevailing objective conditions, is ab-
surd on the face of it. Precisely at the time (1928-1933) v;hen objective
conditions demanded the most careful tactics in mass work, the whole
official Communist movement was thrown into tho "third period" fever, in

which ultra-left sectarianism reached heights rarely attained before.
But, when objective conditions become more acute, when signs of rodicali-
zotion of the working mosses really did appear, tho tactical line of tho

C.P., strangely enough, began to grow loss rod loss sectarian. Policios
supposedly based on an alleged ''revolutionary upsurge of the masses" ere
being abandoned procisely when signs of an upsurge really begin to appear.
Tho worst indictment of tho whole tactical approach of tho C.I. is that,
as tho objective basis for radioaliznt ion develops, the tactics of the

C.I. begin to loso more end moro of thoir old ultra-radical charactor.
9. If wo look at things from this standpoint, wo can grasp both

aspects of the present situation: tho deep significance of tho new
course as woll as its grave shortcomings and fatal shallowness.

10. Tho now turn confirms to the hilt tho fundamental standpoint
of tho Communist Opposition in its tactical principles as well as in Its
attitudo to tho official Communist movement. On the one hand, tho basic
questions at issue (the united front, "social-Fascism" and trade union
tactics) have now boon decided entirely in favor of the Communist Opposition,
for tho new turn is nothing but wholesale borrowing, without acknowledge-
ment, from tho program of the I. C. 0. On the other hand, the attitude
Which regards tho official Communist movement as completely hopeless and
immune to the influence of events, which is so positive that no significant
change of policy can be expected from it, this attitudo has boon proved
utterly frlse. Just tho reverse, novcr were tho possibilities in tho

Communist movement for an effective struggle for its rehabilitation so

groat as today.
11. Procisely at the moment that such doop changes are taking place

within the official Communist movement, precisely at the moment that the
struggle for the rehabilitation of the C. I. has, definitely reached a new
stago, tho Trotskyitcs , having lost all hope in tho Third International,
now fix their aspirations upon tho Second and are everywhere taking steps
to liquidate themselves into the Socialist and Centrist parties. Thereby
thoy definitely signalize their break with world Communism so that in the
future thoir influence upon the development of our movement will be entire-
ly external.

12. The present change of policy of the C. I., by far the most con-
siderable to date, is, on the whole, emphatically in the right direction. .

It has already swept aside some of the worst excesses of the ultra-left

period and its full course has not yet been run. It is therefore to be

heartily welcomed by the Communist Opposition which must use its best

efforts 'to help it along end drive it as far as it will go.

13. Nevertheless, in the form which it has taken until now, this

turn of" course exhibits certain very serious limitations and short-

comings. In the first place, it is still very partial and inadequate,

especially in trade union tactics. In spite of everything, thoro has

•as yet been no real break with dual unionism as a system while the

official C. P. orientation within the mass unions remains as sectarian
es ever, that is, fundamentally still fixed upon an ultimate split. Tho
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change in united front tactics has hewn more thoro but even here such
agrees sectarian errors as the placing of. impossible conditions and the
jumbling together of all sorts of issues * acceptable and inaccep table,
are still prevalent, especially ijn. this country.

14. The new course does not oome ofi the result of a clear apprecia-
tion of correct Leninist tactics; it takes place under the pressure of
circumstances and in mechanical response to the arbitrary directives of
the C. I. buroerncy. It is therefore carried out automatically, super-
ficially, without understanding or intelligence. As a result, in its
application, it swings from one extreme to the other; together with the
old ultra-left errors, it combines crass opportunistic mistakes \tne so-
called "non-aggression pact" and the election support of bourgeois radi-
cals in France, for example). This lack of a stable, firm and clearly
understood policy seriously cripples the effective execution of the new
turn.

15. Altho the new turn constitutes in fact a docisive repudiation
of the traditional ultra-leftism of the 'third period", it is being
officially carried out merely as a continuation of the old line. To
make a real new turn without at the samo time rocognizing and acknowledging
the falsity of the old, is impossible. It is not at all a question of
who was right or anything of the sort. It is far more a question of
winning the confidence of the workors in the gonuinonoss of the change
of policy. It is likewise a question of re-educating large sections of
the party membership, corrupted by years of proaching of the sectarian
dogmas. Neither task can bo accomplished unless it is frankly and clearly
acknowledged that the old sectarian course has proven completely bank-
rupt and must bo scrapped and replaced by more effective tactics.

16. If tho now turn is to bo at all genuine, it must bo accom-

peniod by its organizational consequences* It is impossible for the C.I.

to undortako a genuine return to Leninist tactics while excluding from

its ranks and denouncing as "renegades" and "counter-revolutionists"

precisely that tendency in tho Communist movement which has championed

those Loninist tactics all along end whose tactical lino is now being

increasingly adopted* To a groat extont, the attitude of tho C« I.

loadorship to the Communist Opposition is a tost of criterion of how far

and how' genuine the now turn rer.lly is*

17. Tho new turn has como into being not as a rosult of a democratic,

solf-critical examination of party tactics by the party membership itself

but very largoly as the mechanical reflection of a shift in the inner-

Soviet course of tho C. P* S* U» In other words, tho change of policy does

not evon touch tho basic underlying cause of tho chronic crisis of the

Comintern—tho vory system of political leadership and direction, the

absence of genuine international collective leadership of the C, I,, the

suppression of all self-direction and independence of the partios, tho

submission of the Communist movements of tho various lands to a regime

of rigid mechanical uniformity. This whole system is not affected; tho

root of the matter is not touchod. Tho new turn is therefore fatally

shallow; it doos not penetrate deep enough. In 1925 in Germany there

also took placo C now turn, likewiso the rosult not of tho self-critical

will of the party membership but of a shift of policy of tho C.P.S.U.

Like tho present ono that now turn was also in a hoalthy diroctlon and

considerably benefited the movement. But after 1925 came 1928. As a

result of another shift of policy of tho C. P. S. U., this time to tho

loft, the Gorman 0. P. again fell under tho sway of ultra-loft sectarian-

ism" and the results of nearly three years of effectivo work were wiped

out. As long as tho whole system of political leadership in tho C.I. is

not changed, and the monopoly of leadership of tho C. P. S. U. is not made

to_givo way to international collective leadership, the regime of mechanical
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uniformity to reel solf-direction and independence of parties and burocratic

contrclism to pr.rty democracy, the Communist movement will not emerge from

its unhealthy condition but will bo condemnod to 6 long end painful series

of intermittent crisos.
18, In the United States, the new turn has only just begun to mani-

fest itself. Precisely because here the ultra-left course has been so

deep-rooted, especially in trade union tactics, it is very likely that

in this country the new turn will come most .slowly, most inc oripletely and

with the greatest difficulty. In the American C. P. too the problem of

who will carry out the new turn is gravest for here the leadership has

lost all moral authority and all claims to the confidence of the workers,
while a good section of the new membership of the party has been so

thoroly impregnated with the "third period" lunacies as to make reorien-
tation extremely difficult. In the imerican C. P., therefore, the great-
est resistance to the new turn is to bo expected, either in an open form
or else expressed in the form of demoralization and embittermont. nowhere
will the pressure of the Communist Opposition in driving the change of
course 'even a little ways forward be more necessary than in the United
States.'

19. The essentially limited character of the now turn, especially
in this country, makes it perfectly clear that the long struggle of the

Intornational Communist Opposition for tho reunification and rehabilita-

tion of tho Communist Intornational is far from ovor. Tho old tactical

line still remains in its most basic features, as docs the false system
of political leadership and direction in its entirety. Tho struggle of
the Communist Opposition has, hovrevor, reached c. new and higher level,
characterized by an advanced stage of disintegration of the ultra-left
course. Tho strugglo of the Communist Opposition will now tako place
under much more favorable conditions with the goal roarer in sight but
the battle will not be ovor until every vestige of tho sectarian tactics
as well as of tho system of political leadership lying at tho root of tho
crisis will bo eradicated.

SO. In tho light of tho wholo situation, the main tasks of the
Communist Opposition arc:

a. To analyze realistically the various aspects of the new turn, its
causes, its significance, its shortcomings and limitations and to spread
an understanding of tho situation by an educational campaign among tho
cj.ass conscious workers, especially among the C. P. members and sympathizers.

b. To help drivo the now turn to its utmost limits, on tho one hand,
by cooperation with and support of all C. P. actions really in tho direction
of working class unity and, on tho other, by uncompromising criticism of
all contradictions, inadequacies and shortcomings involved in the now course*

c. To shift the burden of our criticism to the more fundamental
aspects of tho main bactical issues, especially in tho field of trade union
work, but abovo all to tho very root' questions of party democracy and the

false system of political leadership*
d* To ronow our campaign for unity on tho basis of party democracy '

and free discussion, fully appreciating the fact that tins unity can be

accomplished only by a drivo from below in tho ranks of the official
Communist movement,, To strive to achieve every possible form of real

unity of action with the official Communist party.

o. To strengthen abovo all our organization and our independent activity,
especially in the trade unions. Our effectiveness in bringing about the

rehabilitation of the Communist movement depends not simply on tho strength
of our arguments but above all on tho argument of our strength. Our in-
fluence in tho labor movement, in the mass organizations of the workers, is

tho great power behind our political program, driving it forward to victory.
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TO THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OP TEE SOCIALIST PARTY OF AMERICA:

Dear Comrades;

We appear "before you as a delegation of the National
Committee of the Communist party (Opposition) to make certain
proposals for joint action on a number of issues of vital sig-
nificance to the American workers.

The attitude of our organization to the Socialist Party
is well known to you. Between us there are many serious dif-
ferences in program and policy, those differences of principle
that have traditionally divided the Socialist ana Communist
movements and have gained added weight from the recent develop-
ments in Europe. At the sane time, however, we have always
emphasized that, on a wide variety of questions and precisely
on those of the most immediate concern to the workers, effective
cooperation between Communist and Socialist organizations Is not
only possible but Is absolutely essential if the working class
is to be in a position to meet and cope with the grave problems
facing us today. Such cooperation between our two movements would
in all probability have changed the whole tragic course of events
in Germany and might have prevented the menacing advance recently
made by Fascism and reaction in so many parts of the world. Never
was the need for united action in this country as great as it is
today; never was the demand for it among the class conscious wor-
kers as pressing as it is at the present time.

It is well known that one of the issues leading to our
separation from the official Communist Party was our outright
rejection of the false and vicious theory of u social fascism"
with all that it implies. We have always striven to establish
comradely relations of cooperation between our organizations,
such as should properly exist "between two working class organi-
zations both opposed to capitalism, tho differing on ultimate
political objectives and on the most effective policies to be
pursued. We have never slackened our agitation In favor of the
united labor front, and especially in favor of the closest possible
collaboration between the Communist and Socialist movements In the
class struggle. Today, we are convinced that conditions make possible
.and urgently demand such collaboration between our respective
organizations in a number of important fields.

We
f
therefore, propose that you choose a sub-committee

to confer with our committee for the purpose of working out an
agreement for cooperation with the following objectives;

1. To develop an effective movement against war and
fascism on a broad and non-partisan basis. At a time when the
danger of war is so acute and Fascism and reaction are making
such headway, it is hardly necessary to emphasize the need for
such a movement while its possibilities are indicated "by the
attention given to this question at the recent convention of the
American Federation of Labor. The utterly narrow arid sectarian
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way In which the American League Against War and Fascism was
conceived and organized has naturally turned it into a virtual
puppet of the official Communist Party and has rendered It utterly
incapable of ever serving as the organizational vehicle of a real
movement against war. If we agree as to the necessity and possi-
bility of a broad, non-partisan movement against war and Fascism,
based on the trade unions and embracing all tendencies In the
labor movement, then It should be possible for us to get together
to work out ways and moans of stimulating its development among
those sections of organized labor where we have influence.

2. To effect the cooperation of our members and suppor-
ters in the trade unions for the furtherance of progressive union-
ism. We propose specifically that agreements for joint action
should be worked out in the following fields: textile, needle
trades, shoe, teachers, mining and automobile. Such cooperation
already exists in more or less systematic form in a number of
fields but wo feel it would be of great advantage all around if
it could be extended and officially encouraged. As c program in
this direction we would suggest: militant class struggle tactics
as against class collaboration; industrial unionism; trade union
unity inside bf the A.F, of L.; against dual unionism; democracy
within the unions; against racketeering; independent political
action and against the so-called ''non-partisan" policy of the
A.F. of L. Of course, a more specific and concrete program would
have to be worked out in each field but we believe that it shouH
certainly be possible to bring about the cooperation of our forces
along these linos.

3. To help build up a genuinely non-partisan labor defense
organization. Beyond question some organization to come to the aid
of workers suffering legal persecution because of their participa-
tion in the class struggle, is badly needed today.. But If such an
organization is to be effective it must be genuinely non-partisan,
always loyal to the labor movement but neither dominated by nor
discriminating against any working class tendency* Y.o such orga-
nization exists today, a Itho there arc some, such as the Inter-
national Labor Dofen so, which, tho parading as "non-partisan",
are really auxiliaries or agencies of some particular party or
group. It should be possible for us to get together to work out
plans for building up such a labor defense organization, at first
perhaps locally and later on on a national scale.

4. To stimulate the movement for independent working .

class political action in tho form of a Labor party. We surely
agree that the big job ahead of us is to break the political hold
of the capitalists over the workers, to unite the workers as a

class on the political field under the banner of their own party.
A Labor party, organized as a federation of trade unions and other
workers organizations, is the great need of the hour. Many im-
portant international unions, locals, and city and state federa-
tions, numbering hundreds of thousands of members, have already
gone on record in favor of a Labor party and there is considerable
sentiment for It in the ranks of the workers everywhere. What is
lacking is mainly a driving force in tho labor movement, consis-
tently fighting tho delusive "non-partisan" policy of tho A.F. of L.
and systematically pushing to the fore the idea of independent
working class politics in the form of a Labor party. It is for tho



purpose of creating such a force that we propose the collaboration of
our respective organizations on this field.
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would 'be of great benefit to the workers movement, to
e of which both of our organizations are dedicated. Ex-

unemployed nlovement and: In a number of trade unions
d the great- possibilities of such cooperation, We hope
o one side ail factional prejudices and narrow partisa:
you will sea your way clear to acting favorably upon
thus greatly advancing the consolidation of the forces
ns clous -proletariat in this country.

RATIONAL COMMITTEE
CCMMU1IST PARTY U.S. (OPPOSITION)

Jay Love stone

SECRETARY

Socia3.ist Party Answers Communist Opposition.

December -17, '1934

Jay Love stone
Communist Party U.S.A. (Opposition) ;

51 W. 14 St.
Bew York, N. Y.

Dear Comrade Love a tone:

After listening to the presentation' of t e viewpoint of the C.P.C
made by yourself and Comrade Zimmerman, the N.E.C, discussed-'the
question thoroughly. The whole matter of United .Front with' "the Commu-
nists and with their splinter groups' was taken. up. The resolution' on
united -fronts is attached. .

.• .• r .

"> -"

As for your specific suggestions, I was instructed to inform you
that the Socialist party has a labor policy adopted at the Detroit con-

vention, that it set up a national labor committee, regional labor
secretaries,' and local labor committees' t o implement that policy, that

the policy is being carried out and that in the opinion of the commit!
no national alliances such as you suggested would contribute to the

strengthening of the labor movement at the present tine,'

O.S.A,
12755
CS:MB

Yours fraternally,

: (signed) Clarence Senior
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United Front

.

1. The Socialist Party heartily believes in working class unity and

is today energetically directing its efforts toward such unity.

However, the N.E.C, hereby decides to conduct no negotiations Mr a

united front with the Communist Party or the so-called splinter

groups until the next national convention.

2. United action of different labor organizations which can work

harmoniously together around one or more specific issues is only

one form of working class unity.

3. Such united action, in order to be effective, would have to in-

clude a substantial section of the organized labor movement and not

be isolated from the wide masses of workers.

4. The actions and policies of the Communist F^rtj have promoted

dividion in the ranks of the working class. Before preceeding with

any negotiations with the Communist Party or the so-called splinter

groups, on the question of united action, the Socialist party must

be convinced that such policies and practises, particularly the

theory of "social fascism", the use of splitting tactics, and dis-

ruptive methods in the labor organizations—are no longer in use and

will not operate to discredit the cause for which united action is

proposed.

5. Before any branch or local of the Socialist party shall take part

in any united front activity with the Communist party or the so-

called splinter groups, the consent of the state executive committee

in organized states and the National Executive Committee in unor-

ganized states shall be obtained.
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COMMUNIST OPPOSITION CATiLS ON COMMUNIST PART"

POP, UNITED FRONT ACTION.

To The Central Committee Of The Communist Party Of The U. s.«

Dear Comrades

:

We address this communication to you as an appeal for united action
on one of the most important issues facing the American workers to-day
as well as for cooperation in bringing about a better political under-
standing between our organizations with a view to ultimate Communist
unity.

There surely can be no question as to the vital necessity of a mass
movement against war and fascism in this country at the present time.
To be at all effective such a movement must be a workers movement pri-
marily based on the existing mass organizations of labor,with the sup-
port, of course, of all other sections of the population opposed to
war and fascism. Consequently, its program, its approach, its methods
of operation must be such as to appeal to the American workers in their
organizations; certainly they should not be such as to repell and ali-
enate them. Unfortunately, those responsible for organizing the Ameri-
can League Against War And Fascism have utterly disregarded these ele-
mentary considerations ivith the result that the American League is now
a very narrow organization, practically divorced from the labor move-
ment, embracing hardly more than some Communists and sympathizers to-
gether with a few liberals and pacifists „ Its militant program or its

good intentions should not blind us to the undeniable fact that the A-
merican League is not to-day nor can it become in the future the orga-
nizational vehicle of a. real movement against war and fascism. Only a
new movement on a new and sound basis can hope to organize the wide*
spread anti-war and anti-fascist sentiment among the working masses.
It is manifestly the duty of the Communists to mobilize all their for-
ces to stimulate the development of such a movement in cooperation,
naturally, with all other workers organizations committed to the same
end. If we agree as to the necessity and possibility of such a broad,
non-partisan movement, rooted in the mass organizations of labor, then
it should surely be possible for us to get together to work out ways
and means of encouraging its development among those sections of orga-
nized labor where we have influence.

But we should not be satisfied merely with cooperation on this is-
sue. Never Yiras the unity of Communist forces so essential as it is to-
day, with the fruits of dis ualty so obvious. Would it not be of the
greatest value if we could join in a common effort to bring about bet-
ter political understanding between our organizations so as to pave

the way to complete unity? Between -the Communist Party and the Commun-
ist Opposition there is no disagreement on the fundamental principles

of Communism. We have repeatedly condemned the vicious political slan-

der of those who, like the Trotskyites , deny the genuinely Communist
character of the C. P. and the C. I.. What separates us are very se-

rious differences on questions of strategy, tactics and methods, such
questions as the united front, policy in the trade unions, estimate of
and attitude to the Socialist movement and the like. The clarification
of these issues has been greatly hampered by the obstacles placed in
the way of frank and comradely discussion of our differences especial-
ly in the light of recent events in this country and on a world scale.



And yet we must all agree that on]'/ such frank and comradely discuss-
ion can lead to real unity in the Oemmanist movement, which we all so

earnestly desire. We therefore suggest that a joint committee he sel:

up to encourage and regulate the mutual discussion of the disputed
questions. In particular we would propose the exchange of discu;3s:;oi:

articles in our papers, joint discussion meetings etc.. Certainly
this suggestion should meet with your approval to-day in view of the

broad discussion the Communist International has urged in preparation
of the Seventh Congress, a discussion in which Socialist workers and

even members of Catholic trade unions are invited to participate

„

We make these proposals to you because we are convinced that they
would greatly benef :" t the Communist and labor movements oH this coun-
try, to the furtheruT.ee of which both our organizations are dedicated,.

The fruitful cooperation that our comrades of the C.P. and C.P.O.
have succeeded in establishing in Germany should be an inspiration
and a guide to us in this country. We hope that, putting to one side

all narrow factional prejudices and considerations, you will seeyour
way clear to acting lavorably upon our proposals, thus greatly advanc-

ing the consolidation of the forces of the class conscious proletariat

of this country.

In connection with this appeal, we would suggest that a delegation

of our National Committee be permitted to appear before your ^
plenum

so as to explain our proposals in greater detail. We take this occa-

sion also to Invite a delegation of your plenum to appear before the

full session of cur National Committee to be held on December 29, 30

and 31 in this city with a view to presenting to us your attitude on

our proposals. We may also advice you that a copy of this communica-
tion has been sent to the Executive Committee of the Communist Inter-
national with the request that it use its influence in obtaining the

favorable consideration of our proposals by :you.

Fraternally

NATIONAL COMMITTEE

December 11, 1934. COMMUNIST PARTY U.S. (OPPOSITION)

Jay Lovestone

Secretary

COMMUNIST PARTY ANSWERS COMMUNIST OPPOSITION

To The National Committee And All Members Of The "Communist" Opposit-
ion, 51 West 14th Street, New York City.

We have received a letter from the secretary of your group speak-
ing in the name of your "National" Committee, in which is proposed
that we meet with representatives of your group to discuss the build-
ing of a "new" organization to fight against war and fascism, and al-
so to "JOIN IN A COMMON EFFORT TO BRING ABOUT A BETTER POLITICAL UN-
DERSTANDING BETWEEN OUR ORGANIZATIONS SO AS TO PAVE THE WAY TO COM-
PLETE UNITY."
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Surely there Is no need to carry on any discussions on the first
point. Especially do we see no ground for discussion on the basis of
the approach to the American League Against Vv'ar and Fascism contain.?!
in your letter. Can the members of the Lovestone group talk about u~
nited action seriously and at the same time approve the vicious and
provocative approach to the League of Struggle Against War and Fasc-
ism contained in your letter to us? In what way is the language here
different from 'that of the OPEN enemies of the Communist movement?

The League against War and Fascism and its various subdivisions,
especially its Youth Section, represents already millions of workers,
farmers, students intellectuals, etc., among them important sections
of the American Federation of Labor trade unions, and some important
socialist organizations. Its program represents the broadest possible
approach toward mobilizing the American masses in the struggle again v

War and Fascism. The League has achieved these results despite the at-

tacks made upon it by the reactionary officialdom of the A. F. of L.,

the leaders of the Socialist Party and the sabotage and sniping of the

leaders of the "Communist" Opposition. As an example of this sabotage
is it not enough to cite the role of Zimmerman in the League? What has

he done to build the League In his own local, of which he is the head
and which he represents on the League's National Committee?

To be sure, the League is only on the road to develop into the in-
strument needed by the masses. As is well known, it is the Party poli-
cy to win to Its support the broad masses of the A. F. of L. unions,
the unorganized workers, all the Socialist organizations, all toilers
and those who sincerely wish to fight against war and Fascism. We have
made serious efforts to enlist the support of the N. E. u. of the^SO-
cialist Party in support of the League. We have made headway in win-
ning S. P. local organizations to the League despite the opposition of
the N. E. C. And what has been the role of the "Communist" Opposition?
One of trying to prevent the drawing in of the Socialist Party and o-
ther organizations.

Surely the League will not be broadened by such discussions as

Lovestone is carrying on. Even if you were to stop your attacks on the
League and join in building it - WHICH SURELY NO ONE PREVENTS YOU FROM
DOING - would that change materially the situation? Hardly. After all,
why not look facts in the face? You' represent only a handful of Indi-
viduals with very little connection among the masses. Those of your
followers occupying leading positions in some trade unions in New York
and vicinity are after all only in these "commanding" positions by
grace of A. F. of L. bureaucrats with whom they are allied (Zimmerman)
or have lost all support of the masses as a result of their reaction--*

ary and class collaborationist policies (Keller).

What is true of the united front on the field of struggle against
war and Fascism Is unquestionably true in all other fields where the
broad united front can be and is being built (unemployment, in the
trade unions, Scottsboro, etc.). Can we talk of united front for ex-
ample in connection with the unemployment insurance campaign when you
speak of the broadest movement ever built in the history of the Com-
munist movement in this country as "just another name for the bankrupr-

Unemployed Councils," the "latest puppet organization of the Communist
Party"? Is this not going William <Ireen one better? Or can we have
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united front in the trade unions - where you are completely isolated
in the important industries, or in the few locals where your members
are openly allied with the reactionary "bureaucracy, fighting against
the Communists and militant workers?

No discussion is possible with you on the united front, so long
as you carry on such ant i-Communist slanders and actions. A united
front with your handful of followers is at any rate of little conse-
quence in the labor movement. If you change your ways and really
wish to honestly support the position of the Party in the struggle
it is leading you can show it in the practical daily work*

Now as to the second point in the letter regarding "a better pol-
itical understanding . a , , so as to pave the way for complete unity."
We are sure that you are fully acquainted with the position of the
Party on all important questions of fundamental policy and tactics.
We also are well acquainted with the view of your group. There is no
need to organize any discussion merely for the purpose of restating
our respective positions which are well established, THE ONLY WAY IN
WHICH ANY UNDERSTANDING- CAN BE REACHED BETWEEN US IS BY YOUR GROUP
ABANDONING ITS ANT I -COMMUNIST POSITION AND FULLY ACCEPTING THE POLI-
CIES AND TACTICS OF THE C. P. U. S. A.

It is not necessary for us to go into the motives behind the send-
ing of the letter to us. But every member of the Lovestone group who
sincerely wishes to fight capitalism and be part of the Communist mo-
vement ought to ask himself the question-, why did the leaders of the
group send this letter to the Communist Party when only a few months
ago, after the Comintern informed through the columns of the ''Commu-
nist International" that all the followers of the Brandler group who
wish to come into contact with the Comintern should address themsel-
ves to the respective Communist Parties. The Lovestone group instead
of taking this hones b course, opened up a new "offensive" against the
C. P. U.S.A. in the form of "an open letter" to the membership of the
C.P ,U.S .A.

Unmistakably the following are chief reasons why Lovestone is now
compelled to make this latest maneuver-:

1. Because the C.P. U.S.A. is now completely united on the basis of
the line of the Comintern and is making rapid progress in all fields
of work, especially in the trade unions, and in the building of the
united front.

2. Because the Lovestone policies are becoming more and more exposed
in the trade unions. Not even the closest collaboration with the re-
actionary A.F. of L. bureaucracy is saving this group from isolation
Keller, for example, has lost all support among the silk workers in
Paterson, while the opposition to Zimmerman, who is the Dubinsky a-
gent in Local 22 of the I.L.G.W.U., is mounting from day to day.

3. Because of the split of the Gitlow-Zam group, who went over open-
ly to the S.P. This development unquestionably raises in the minds
of any honest follower of the Lovestone group as to where they are
going, and increases the pressure within the Lovestone rank and file
proletarian followers for abandoning the present position of the
proup and a return into the fold of the Communist Party.
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4. Because of the action of the N.E.C. of the S.P. in terminating the

brief united front flirtation with the Lovestone group, despite the

readiness of the Lovestone group leadership to increase their attacks

on the C. P.U.S.A. as the price for a united front.

5. Because the group has lost all perspective and any pretense of be-

ing part of the international Communist movement, with their loss of

influence, the breakup of the Brandler groups everywhere throughout

the world.

6. The group more and more sees no basis for an independent existence.

Honest proletarian elements of the group can see that they are now at

the parting of the ways. The question before them is either going o-

ver from a slightly covered to a completely open 'position of reform-

ism or return to the fold of the Communist Party.

The followers of Lovestone can now see where Lovestone, _Gitlow and

Co. have led them when they challenged the policies and the discipl-

ine of the Communist International and the Communist Party. They have

led them into the swamp of opportunism and isolation from the masses.

Their whole policy already more than once proved bankrupt by the de-

veloping events. The group is not a Communist group, although
>

without

question some of the followers believe that they are a Communist group,

The policies of the group on the development of the crisis, the theory

of exceptionalism, no danger of fascism in the U.S.A., collaboration

with the bureaucrats and against the Communists in the trade unions,

the open struggle against the Party and the Comintern, etc. are full

proof of the anti-Communist policies and practices of the group*

On the other hand the C. P. U.S.A. is steadily marching forward. It

has increased its membership to about 30,o00 good-standing members

,

it is a growing influence in the trade unions, it has established a

broad unemployed movement, made great progress in the work among the

Negro toilers, farmers, intellectuals, etc. The political level of the

membership Is today higher than ever, new proletarian forces have been

trained and developed to leadership. The Party stands today stronger

than ever, building solidly among the masses, especially in the basic

industries, growing in influence and authority, on the road to become

really a mass Bolshevik Party.

These achievements of the Party are due to the fact that the Party
has freed itself from the influences of the Lovestoneites and the

Trotzkyites and has carried on loyally the fight for the line of the

Communist International. Throughout these years that the Party has

struggled for the masses, the Lovestone group tried to do everything

possible to hamper the growth and the development of the Party. .Just

examine the role of the group in the trade unions, the slanders and

provocations of Lovestone Zimmerman and Co. and you will s as how every

step in the progress of the Party was made not only by struggle a-

gainst the bourgeoisie and the open reformists, but also through a

struggle against the anti-proletarian policies of the Lovestoneites.

in fact at this very moment, when your letter was sent, the leaders

of the group are carrying on the most vicious slanders against the

Party as revealed in Lovestone' s statement before the N.E.C. of the

S.P., in the recent editorials in your paper and the activities of

your followers against the National Congress for Unemployment Insur-

ance and in the trade unions , In the trade unions it is the Zimmer-
il expulsion and suspension

«?«x>«5 while ~i".n the 'P^terso^



mans in Local 22 who carry on the Green-Well expulsion and suspension
tactics, place every obstacle in the path of the unification of the
dressmakers, while in the Peterson Silk Workers Union it is Keller who
openly violates every decision of the membership in his openly pro-
claimed policy of "rather wreck the union than allow the Communists to

win the election" a

In view of this situation,, the question before your group and before
every member of the group is clear; the way of Git low, the way from a

covered support of reformism to openly going over to the camp of re-
formism, or the way ba^k to the Communist Party and the Communist Tn«
ternational.

The way back to the Communist International demands; full recognit-
ion of the mistakes of the group, recognition of nil the decisions of
the Party and the Comintern, recognition of Party discipline *

To show a sorious turn in this direction would demand:

1. An immediate end to all attacks against the Party and the Comin-
tern.

2. Pull and active support of the policies of the Party and its ac-
tivities in all fields, especially in the trade unions.

If such a principled position is taken by your group, then the Par-
ty stands ready to meet with a committee elected by your National Com-
mittee meeting, to discuss all ch-a prachc.. , e;-- t-loua, the best man-
ner In which unity of action can be achieved In the various mass orga-
nizations and the steps leading to the return of the members of the
group to the fold of the Communist party,.

We appeal especially to all honest proletarian followers of the
group to think over seriously the position in which they have been
misled, the prospect before them now, and the proposals of the Party,
Those who want to make good their mistakes and recognize them, who
show in practice they are willing to follow the line of "che C.P. U.S.A.
will find the hand of the Party extended to them, so that they can
come back to the Party and take their place In its ranks for full and
active participation in the glorious work In the fight for Communism.
Every single follower of the group can prove himself at once in his
shop, trade unions, eto &s by supporting the work of the party* The
Party will inform its members in those organizations to extend a com-
radely hand to all suoh comrades who wish to take the road back to the
Communist International.

ExiRL BROWDER

General Secretary, C.P., U.S.A.
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COMMUNIST OPPOSITION PLENUM SENDS

WIRE TO COMMUNIST PARTY

On December 29, 1934, the Pieman of the Communist Opposition sent
the following wire to the Communist Party:

December 30, 1934 - 12.30 A. M.

EARL BROWDER c/o COMMUNIST PARTY 50 EAST 13 STREET
SOME VERY IMPORTANT POINTS YOUR LETTER REPLYING OUR LAST COMMUNICATION
NEED CLARIFICATION. AFTER SERIOUS CONSIDERATION WE PROPOSE YOU SELECT
CENTRAL COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES TO OUR PLENUM TO CLARIS MATTERS.
PLENUM WILL ARRANGE SPECIAL SESSION CONVENIENCE YOUR SUBCOMMITTEE.
STRONGLY URGE YOU DO SO INTEREST COMMUNIST UNITY* PLEASE REPLY PROMT-
LY.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE C.P.O. JAY LOVESTONE SECRETARY

----- -?;•-;;-;:- -----

LETTER FROM COMMUNIST PARTY TO COMMUNIST OPPOSITION

COMMUNIST PARTY tJiS.A.
December 31, 1934.

To the National Committee, "Communist" Opposition.
Your telegram just received. Our letter is entirely clear, so that

there is certainly no principle question that requires debate before
you establish your attitude on these matters. When you give a decisive
indication of the directien in which you intend to move, then, if that
direction is toward acceptance of our basic proposals, we will be pre--
pared to discuss the problem of how to carry them out, at your Plenum
or after.

This letter is delivered by Comrade Jerome, who is authorized by us
to observe your discussion on the question and report back to us, if
you so desire.

Secretary CPUSA
(signed) EARL BROWDER

LETTER FROM COMMUNIST OPPOSITION TO COMMUNIST PARTY

COMMUNIST PARTY U. S. A.
(OPPOSITION)

January 5, 1935.

Earl Browder, General Secretary Communist Party U. S. A.
35 East 12 Street, New. York, N. Y.

Dear Comrade Browder:

We have been considering a reply to your recent communications to
us

.

Unfortunately your answer to our telegram came after the full ses-
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sions of our National Committee had been closed. The Euro of our Hat
ional Committee, together with as many members of the National Oommi"
tee as were still left in the city, gave most earnest consideration
your reply to our telegram. We decided to clarify further our posit

i

in another statement to you e Besides, we have chosen a representat iv
and authoritative subcommittee to confer with a similar subcommittee
of the C.C. of the Party with a view of facilitating clarification e

unity.
Could you please let us know when our representatives could meet

with yours? Such a meeting at an early date would be very helpful in
the situation and we desire it before further action by us.

With Communist greetings,
. ^

JAY LOVESTONE
Secretary.

LETTER PROM COMMUNIST OPPOSITION TO COMMUNIST PARTY

Communist Party U.S.A.
(Opposition)

January 15, 1935,

To The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the United States

:

Dear Comrades

:

We wish to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of December 29,
published in the Daily Worker on the same date. We certainly greet the
fact that you have finally reached the point of entering Into direct
relations with us, that y«u have apparently given up the position mai >
tained until recently, that it is "against revolutionary principles"
so much as to join a united front movement in which we participate.
This change of attitude is indeed a very. healthy one. It is a step in
the right, direction which we hope and trust will be followed by others
until complete Communist unity is reached.

We will not attempt to enter into a controversy as to our alleged
political and organizational collapse. The facts speak for themselves
and speak louder than words. Our program and our standing in the labor
movement need no defense. We believe it to be far better all around
to drop all of these extraneous issues and to discuss frankly the real
questions involved.

Real Communist unity can be achieved onl^ on the basis of ideologi-
cal clarity. The attitude of a revolutionary organization towan 3 its

mistakes, Lenin teaches us, is an index of its serious political 'char-

acter. In your letter you quite properly suggest that we should ''re-

cognize our mistakes" but you do not find it necessary to indicate
what these mistakes are. In the course of the five years of our exist-
ence, our organization has had occasion many a time to reexamine its

policies in a critical spirit and to acknowledge and correct grave er-

rors. On the fundamental issues, however, on those issues which separ-
ate us from the party leadership, we cannot see the slightest reason
for changing our position; on the contrary, we find our position fully
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confirmed by experience and now being approached by the Communist In-

ternational, altho hesitantly, partially and indirectly. Let ^us exam-

ine these basic issues and see which errors are to be recognized.

1. pn "exceptionally- :r
. If we sweep aside the whole smokescreen of

misrepresentation and distortion that has been raised on this quest-

ion, our position can be summarized in the following words taken Irom

our original statement of principles ("The Crisis in the Communist

Party", February 1930):

"We take our stand upon the theory of the irregularity of devel-

opment of capitalism and upon the necessity for a concrete applica-

tion ft adaptation of the general line of the Comintern to _ the irre-

gular, concrete conditions in each country . ,, , . The policies ol cfte

Comintern at every stage should be based upon an analysis of the

world situation (which tends to give a certain correspondence to

the tactics of each party) and upon an analysis of the concrete

conditions of each country (which tends to give concrete differen-

ces in the tactics of each party)."

Against this view, the party leadership at that time proposed the

theory of "mechanical uniformity", openly denying the necessity oi

concreteness and flexibility in tactics and even finding it possible

to declare that "the character of the crisis is not mo dified lor any

section of world capitalism". (Answer of the Polburo to the appeal ol

the Convention Delegation, September 1929). On this major question

self-criticism and acknowledgement are due and overdue but it certain-

ly cannot come from our side.

2. On the estimation of the crisis . It is, of course, pure fiction

to declare, as does Comrade Stachel, that we were expelled irom tne

party because we "'denied'^he crisis. As far back as February 4, 1928,

Comrade Lovestone stated officially before the whole party:

"What is in sight? It cannot yet be said at this time that we

are facing an immoC*L,"e deepgoing economic crisis. But
^

the contin-

uous development or tne contradictions of American capitalism is

proceeding at such a pace that the coming of a depening crisis is

unavoidable in the near future. "

And on March 7, 1929, he again emphasized:

1 'A crisis, a deepgoing; crisis, tho it may not yet be the final,

basic crisis of American capitalism, is long overdue .... Superfi-

cially this stockmarket speculation may appear to be a windfall of

prosperity. Actually it is the signal of a st orm_that will bring

devastation in its wak e once it begins to swa ep the country.

in contrast to these clear and unequivocal declarations, the state-

ments of the party leaders were very confused and contradictory. For a

time the whole party press was ringing with assertions that the last

and final crisis of American capitalism had come; those were the un-

fortunate "third period" days. Then suddenly wo were informed by Com-

rade Manuilsky, speaking for the Communist International, that Amer-

ican capitalism will rapidly capture the leading positions ^ in the
_

»v

world arena A new period of colonization is opening in the^hist-

ory of American imperialism" (Pravda, April 22, 1930 ).^ Today it is

surely unnecessary to ask which estimation of the crisis was correct

and which errors will have to be rectified.
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3* On Fascism. In your- letter you charge us with failing to see

the' danger of Fascism* Surely you do not expect this to be taken se-
rxouslyl You are well aware that we were the only ones to attempt a

serious Marxist analysis of the social "basis and historical role of
Fascism, in the course of which we had to combat not only the false
theories of Trotsky but also the unrealistic and exaggerated concep-
tions finding expression in such outbursts in the Daily Worker as:

"Already Fascism is spreading over the land. Already it is moving
North, South, East and West!" You must recall also that we were the
first to raise a cry about the acute danger of Fascism in Germany
and to propose effective means of meeting it, at a time when in par-
ty and Comintern circles there was great political confusion and a

marked under-estimation of the immediate menace of the Hitler move-
ment. In fact, our analysis of Fascism and the tactics we proposed
to fight it with have been so thoroiy confirmed by the events of the
last two years that the party itself is now turning to them and is

beginning to adopt them piecemeal.

4. On the attitude to the Socialist movement. For years the theory

of ;I social fascism", as formulated in Comrade Stalin's classical
words, '''Social Democracy is the moderate wing of Fascism", dominated
the entire outlook of the party leadership. "The fusion of Social De-
mocracy with the capitalist state," Comrade Manuilsky told us at the
tenth plenum of the' F. C.C.I. (July 1929), "is not merely a fusion at
the top. This fusion has taken place from top to bottom, all along
the line," No question of cooperation or .joint action with the Socia-
list parties as organizations could possibly be raised. Indeed, in
1928, it was branded as "opportunistic" even to address an open let-
ter to the S.P.I Of course, we have always rejected this whole con-
ception as altogether opposed to ordinary political common sense. We
have always insisted that the Socialist parties are workers parties
with reformist programs, that their influence over the workers has to
be fought but that they must be approached and treated as workers or-
ganizations. Today, In its practise, the party is beginning to correct
its attitude to the Socialist movement altho it has unfortunately not
yet made the corresponding change in its official theory,

5. On the United Front. How long ago was it that the united front
tactics were openly rejected by all the loaders of the Comintern and
our party? Certainly no joint action with the "moderate wing of Fas-
cism" was possible. At the sixteenth congress of the C.P.S.U., held
towards the middle of 1930, Comrade Molotov, reporting on the policy
of the Communist International, declared:

"The essence of the tactics 'class against class' consists in
the rejection of all alliance with the Social Democracy. Only
three years ago the Communist parties still used to make these
temporary alliances with the Social Democracy but the transit-
ion to the tactics of 'class against class' has liquidated all
such alliances .

"

One year later, the Pravda, commenting on the results of the ele-
venth plenum of the S. C.C.I, went even further: "There can be no
block with the Social Democratic workers against Fascism" (April 24,
1931). This sectarian attitude was covered up with all sorts of talk
about the "united front from below", which, as we all know today, is
no united front at all.
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We, on the other hand, always championed the policy of the united

labor front with all our night and repeatedly called the attention of
the party to the disastrous consequences of its course. Today ova? war-
nings are universally recognized as justified and the party leadersh--. :

is slowly readopting the united front tactics, altho still refusing tc:

recognize the logic of its own acts.

6

.

On Trade Union Policy. It is here, of course, that our most, se-
rious differences have always been manifested. Today everybody can see
how thoroly incorrect the tactics of the party have been in this field
and to what they have led. The conservative unions were not even, recoo;
nized as labor organizations but were branded as "company unions 1

' or- :""

even as "Fascist" bodies. "The conservative unions," Lozovsky told, us
in 19 29 (Pan-Pacific Monthly, April 1929), "Have become part and parse' 1

of the capitalist state," and Comrade Browder applied this conception
to America when he declared: "The A. P. of L. is plainly a Fascist or-
ganization without any of the protective coloring of Socialist phrases
which distinguishes social fascism" (The Communist, May 1930). Exactly
the same view was embodied in the official resolution of the seventh
convention of the party in 1930.

Out of this basically wrong conception emerged the whole system of
dual unionist tactics, which have weighed like a nightmare upon the
party for six years. By the very highest in the Comintern we were in-
structed to disrupt and smash the mass unions. i; That we want to break
up the reformist trade unions," Lozovsky told us, "that we want to
weaken them, that we want to explode their discipline, that we want tc

wrest the workers from them, that we want to break up the trade union
apparatus - of that there cannot Pe the slightest doubt." ( A. Lozov-
sky, in the February 15, 1932 issue of the R.I.L.U. Magazine). The
mass organizations were to be split and dual ,;Red' ! unions formed ever
where as rival bodies. "A stubborn fight is required of the R.I.L.U.
adherents in the reactionary unions," the fifth congress of the RILIft"

decided in 1931, "in order to win the workers in these organizations
to the class struggle and to transfer them, in compact groups, to the
corresponding Red trade unions. "

You are well acquainted with the long and determined struggle waged
by us against these suicidal tactics and you surely remember how many
times we have warned of the ruin into which the party was bound to fall
unless it changed its course. Unfortunately, our warnings have proved
only too well grounded and here too a change of course is beginning to
make itself felt, tho it has not yet touched the basic policies invol-
ved.

7. On The Labor party. One of the big issues constantly in dispute
between us since our separation from the party is the Labor Party que-
stion. We have always vigorously championed the policy of supporting
and stimulating the development of a Labor Party, based on the trade
unions and other labor organizations as the first r£&l step in the po-
litical emancipation of the workers as a class. Since 1929 you, on the
other hand, have repeatedly condemned this policy in the plainest lan-
guage. "The radicalization of the working masses," the Seventh convent
tion of our party decided in 1930, "which leads definitely to an Ideo-
logical separation of the workers from the capitalists turns the Labor
Party slogan into a possible instrument with which capitalism can de-
lay this separation."



Amplifying the same viewpoint, Comrade Bedacht readied the conclu-

sion that "propaganda for a Labor party can no longer represent propa-

ganda for independent political action but becomes propaganda for an r

under-cover instrument of imperialism." (The Communist, December 1929'

.

As late as December 1934, the Central Committee, in estimating the re-

sults of the elections, insisted that "more than before it Is necessa-

ry to fight the dangers of Parmer-LaborIsm along the lines analyzed in

the Open Letter." (Daily Worker, December 1, 1934).

And now, suddenly, without e^en a gesture of explanation, Comrade

Browder announces in a public address: r'We Communists are prepared to

join hands with all our force, all our energy, all our fighting capa-

city, with all who are ready to fight against Wall Street, against mo-

nopoly capital, in the formation of a broad mass party to carry on

this fight, into a fighting Labor party base d on the trade unions, un-

employment councils, farmers organizatio ns
T
all the mass organi zations

of toilers . . '. . ." (Dally Worker, January 7, 1935). Is advocacy of

a Labor party one of the "mistakes" we are expected to acknowledge?

We have examined these points in some detail because we want to make

clear how politically unreasonable and contradictory we think it is for

you to ask us to repudiate our position at a time when its correctness

is recognized everywhere and when it has been confirmed by life itself.

Especially must we regard it as politically unreasonable for you to

call upon us to disavow our views 'when, in many respects, you are ^ be-

ginning to approach them yourselves altho you have not yet found It

possible openly to recognise this fact.

Self-criticism, the acknowledgement of error, is not a penitential v

rite, nor is it a device for face-saving. It is a means of political '
clarification and the correction of mistakes. It is a means of convin-

cing the masses of the political responsibility of the party and of the

sincerity of its policies..We earnestly appeal to you, therefore, to

throw aside all false pride or hollow pretense of infallibility and to

present to the workers an honest, realistic critical estimate of the

course of the party during the last few years, clearly indicating the

source of the "grave errors that have been committed and fully explain-

ing the new policies necessary to correct them. This would be an act

worthy of a mature and responsible party, seriously aspiring to become

the revolutionary vanguard of the American working class. This would
be an act, furthermore, vitally necessary for the political re-educat*-

ion of the party membership whom sudden changes in the line of the par-

ty, carried thru without any attempt at explanation, can only confuse

and demoralize

.

In your entire letter yoti do not mention a single word about ihnes«~
party democracy or about the system of leadership existing today in the

Communist International. This is a serious omission for, in a certain

sense, it is here that the root of the matter is to be found. Had the

most elementary democracy existed within the party during the las* five

years, had we been allowed to present our views in accordance with par-

ty statutes, had it been possible for comrades to examine and criticize

party policies as they were being applied, we are convinced that the

false line, which has brought the party nothing but isolation and dis-

credit, would have been corrected long ago and the disastrous split in

our movement avoided. For thru party democracy it becomes possible for

differing viewpoints, within the limits of Communist fundamentals, of

course, to exist and express themselves freely within the party with-
out impairing its discipline or weakening its fighting power.
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Party democracy, as Lenin taught us, is the mechanism whereby the
party collectively directs, controls, criticizes and corrects itself.
The denial of party democracy j the installation of an arbitrary regl ..

within the party, has destoyed this mechanism and has made it impose -

hie for the party to steer a proper course in the difficult situation
in which our movement finds itself. Wo cannot emphasize too strongly
our belief that, for genuine unity, the restoration of party democrat

'

is vitally necessary.

The same thing is true about the system of leadership in the Commu'
1st International. Gradually things have come to the point where the
Communist party of the Soviet Union, instead of being the "first among
equals" in the Comintern, holds the entire monopoly of leadership in
its own hands. No heed at all has been paid to the advice Engels gave
to the German workers : "if the German workers proceed in this way, they
may not march exactly at the head of the movement - it is not to the
interest of the movement that the workers of one country should march
at the head of all - but they will occupy an honorable place on the

battle line . , ." As a result, policies and methods, quite proper for
the Soviet Union are being mechanically transferred to the parties in
the capitalist countries where conditions are fundamentally different
and where these policies and methods are totally out of place and can

do nothing but harm. No real political initiative or self-direction is

permitted to the individual parties so that their ideological develop-
ment is stunted and their maturing into a real vanguard of the prolet-
ariat made impossible. Just as we call for the restoration of democracy
within our party, so we urge the necessity of establishing a system of
international collective leadership in the Comintern and of affording
the various parties their proper measure of initiative and self-direc-
tion necessary for their political growth and maturity,«

In your letter, you call upon us to give "full and active support to
the activities of the party in all fields, especially In the trade un-
ions." We believe that this question of practical cooperation is a vor;-

important one and we should like to place before you the situation as

It appears to us

.

We would be glad indeed to help bring about cooperation on the trac\,

union field. But if such cooperation is to be of any benefit to the
Communist movement, it will be necessary for you to break completely
and openly with the theory and practise of dual unionism. So far, the
party has made some hesitant and partial moves in this direction. But
unfortunately the underlying dual unionist orientation and aims still
remain. There has boon no official repudiation of the old policies

j

there has been no clear official formulation of the new course. Some
"Red" unions have indeed been liquidated and this we greet. But we can-

not help noting that other "Red" unions are being obstinately regained
and comrades are being disciplined for urging their dissolution. We
cannot help noting, also, that the party attitude to the mass unions

remains essentially the same; they are still looked upon as alien, ene-

my organizations. Wo cannot help noting finally that Comrade Stachol,
in his recent report to the Political Euro, in speaking of the "inde-

pendent federation of labor", declared that "altho we retain the slogan
we cannot use it immediately". (The Communist, November 1934). To re-
tain this slogan means dual unionism, lock, stock and barrel. Under the

circumstances, therefore, and until there is some real change in basic
orientation and aim, we are forced to regard the recent shift in party
policy on the trade union field as no more than an adaptation of the
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old sectarian course to the new situation created by the general col-'
lapse of the "Red" unions and their complete loss of influence among
the workers. Cooperation will become possible the moment a seriovs step
is taken to consciously scrap the sectarian and dual unionist princip-
les that still underlie party trade union policy.

Cooperation in the dressmakers union will become possible just as

soon as the "Left Group" (which is under party control) speaks out un-
reservedly against dual unionism, severs its connections with the In-
dustrial Union, gives up its disruptive tactics, breaks its alliance
with the most reactionary and discredited forces in the union and comec
to the support of the progressive movement.

Cooperation in the silk workers union will become possible just as
soon as the party drops its reckless activities tending to wreck the
organization, breaks relations with corrupt and questionable elements
and comes to the support of the progressive movement.

Cooperation in the shoe workers union will become possible just as.

soon as the New York local (which is under party control) stops func-
tioning as a dual union within the union, just as soon as the party
calls a halt to the attempts to demoralize and break up the organizat-
ion and comes to the support of the progressive movement.

Cooperation in the miners union will become possible just as soon as

the party ceases its flirtations with such reactionary cliques as the
Campellini-Maloney union in the Anthracite, (merely because it is a du-
alist breakaway movement), and adopts a healthy, constructive attitude
towards the progressive elements in the U.M.W.A..

Cooperation in the automobile unions will become possible just as

soon as the party changes its present dual unionist orientation in re-
gard to the M.E.S.A. and the "independent federation of labor", calls a

halt to all maneuvres leading to splits and comes to the support of the
progressive forces in the A. P. of L. auto unions*

Cooperation in the teachers union will become possible just as soon
as the "Rank and Pile Group" drops its anti-union attitude, -fis solves
the dualist Classroom Teachers Group and comes to the support of the
progressive movement*

In ferief , cooperation on the trade union field will become possible
just as soon as you break with dual unionism all along the line and re-
adopt Leninist trade union tactics, just as soon as you officially dis-
solve the T.U.U.L. and all "Red" unions in this country, just as foon
as you decide to throw your forces in support of the growing progres-
sive movement in the A. P. of L. unions.

In our original letter we proposed cooperation in the building up of

an effective movement against war and fascism. We emphasized that, if

it is to moan anything at all, such a movement must be a workers move-"

ment based on the trade unions. Self-deception will not do here. It is

easy enough to say that the American League against War and Fascism
"represents already millions of vi?orkers , farmers, students, intellect
uals etc, ri

j but what good does it do? Everyone knows that the America*-

League is now a very narrow organization,, practically divorced from ti o

labor movement, embracing hardly more than a few Communists and sympa-
thizers together with some liberals, pacifists and churchmen. It is an

undeniable fact that the American League is not today nor can it ever
become the organizational vehicle of a real movement against war and
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fascism. Only a new movement, on a new ana sound foundation, wxth a pro

gram, approach and methods of cooperation calculated to appeal to the A-

merican workers in their organizations, can hope to crystallso the wide

spread anti-war and anti-fascist sentiment among the working masses, I

is manifestly the duty of the Communists to stimulate the development o

such a movement and, for this object and on this program, we again off;:

our cooperation.

Fruitful cooperation is also possible in the unemployed movement. T

vital necessity of one united non-partisan organisation of the unem-

ployed, organically tied up with the labor movement, is recognized ev<

rywhere. Wo , on our part, have contributed our share to this end. If

now the Unemployed Council will only break all connections, direct or

indirect, with the dual unionist T. U. U. L. and come out openly and

sincerely for one united non-partisan organization of the unemployed,
effective cooperation between us will be assured.

We have stated o$r position on practical cooperation in the various

fields of our work as clearly and b.s plainly as possible because we be-

lieve that no good can come from vagueness and ambiguity on such mat-

ters. In a word: Cooperation between us in any field of work becomes

possible and greatly desirable the moment you drop the sectarian tactics

that have been a blight upon on* movement for so long and adopt genuine

ly constructive policies in line with the teachings of Marx and Lenin

and the best traditions of Communism!

But even more important than practical cooperation is the question o

political clarification to which we refer in our letter. We agree with
you that "there is certainly no principle question that requires debate
but there are surely very serious questions of strategy, tactics and me-

thods on which we differ. Would it not be of great advantage all around
if these differences could be cleared up or at least reduced to a minim-

um? And how can this be done better than by joint discussions conducted.

in a free, frank and comradely manner? It is difficult for us to under-
stand your persistent opposition to our proposals for bringing about a

better political understanding between us so as to pave the way to comp

lete unity.

We wish to urge you again to accept our suggestion to set up a join-

committee to encourage and regulate the mutual discussion of the dispa

ed questions thru the exchange of articles in our papers, joint discus

ion meetings etc.. If you feel that our political position is weak ana1

our program false, then you should certainly welcome these proposals,
since they would enable you to expose all our errors and shortcomings.
We, on our part, are quite ready to stand by the consequences of such a

discussion.
<r

Any step towards unity we may take here in this country will be of

great value internationally. For basically the problem of unity is a

world-wide one. The division in the world Communist movement is interna

tional and so are the issues on which it is based. In the long run Com-

munist unity will not be complete unless it is on a world scale, unless

it is the unification of the Communist International with the Interna-

tional Communist Opposition. But every genuine advance we make in the

United States will encourage the movement towards unity everywhere. And

it is to join us in making this advance that we appeal to you again.

Fraternally,

NATIONAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY U.S.A. (OPPOSITION)

Jay It o vest one, Secretary




